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Abstract

Human movements are accomplished by muscle contractions, resulting in force exer-

tion. Accurate estimation of the generated force is desired in many applications such

as robotics, prosthesis control, and sports. The surface electromyogram (EMG) has

been widely used for estimating force since the 1950s. However, EMG-force relation-

ship is nonlinear and dynamically changing, and thus the development of an accurate

model is a challenging problem for static, and especially dynamic contractions.

The objective of this research is to develop accurate force estimation models that

are generalizable across individuals and experimental conditions, from static to fully

dynamic cases. First, we study intra-subject force modelling during static conditions

using fast orthogonal search and a novel channel selection method to reduce the di-

mensionality and correlation among recorded EMG channels. The results show a

significant improvement in performance using the selected channels over the origi-

nal dataset. To develop generalized models, classical machine learning is first used.

Features from EMG are extracted, followed by feature selection using our proposed

method, modified sequential feature selection. A bagged tree ensemble (BTE) is then

used for force modelling. Next, deep learning is also explored, where convolutional

neural networks (CNN) are developed for force estimation from EMG signals in both

time and frequency domains. Results show that the CNN outperforms the BTE.
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To accurately model exerted force under quasi-dynamic and dynamic contractions,

where the EMG-force relationship is highly non-linear and complex, a CNN ensemble

is proposed to learn the EMG-force relationships from multi-domain and multi-modal

inputs. The proposed model uses individual deep CNNs to extract robust represen-

tations from EMG in time and frequency domains, and from kinematic information

recorded by an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The learned representations are

then fused at the feature level and fed to a neural network to estimate force. Our

CNN ensemble method achieved highly accurate force estimation results for differ-

ent experimental conditions in both intra- and inter-subject schemes. Our results

indicate the superiority of our approach over other methods in the literature, and

further validate the need for including EMG in both domains as well as kinematic

information for accurate and generalized force estimation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Muscles facilitate our interaction with the environment since they make it possible

to apply forces and execute precise movements, maintain a constant posture, and

perform a wide variety of tasks. When the body performs a movement, the cen-

tral nervous system (CNS) excites muscles that subsequently develop forces that are

transmitted by tendons to the skeleton to effect the task [4]. Thus, all human move-

ments are accomplished by contracting skeletal muscles, resulting in force exertion.

As a result, measurement of the intensity of a muscle contraction has been applied

in a number of areas, including: clinical diagnostics [5], medical rehabilitation [6],

robotics [7], powered exoskeletons control [8], and prosthesis control [9, 10, 11, 12] to

provide more accurate estimation of the neural command sent from CNS for muscle

contraction and force generation; ergonomics [13], sports medicine [14], and clini-

cal biomechanics [15] to better estimate joint loading and muscle tension to prevent

musculoskeletal disorders and injuries; and assistive devices [16] as a feedback con-

trol to provide assistance to a patient performing a lifting task. Direct measurement
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of individual muscle forces can be done using invasive methods [13], which are not

preferable due to the risk of injury, infection and discomfort. Or, limb force or joint

torque can be measured with external force sensors to obtain estimates of groups of

muscles acting about a joint for the above applications. But commercially available

force/torque sensors are bulky, expensive, and infeasible to use in many cases.

It is essential to find more accessible and feasible methods to determine the pro-

duced muscle forces. Surface electromyogram (EMG) has been widely used to obtain

a relationship between muscle electrical activity and the generated muscle force since

1952 [17], as a non-invasive estimator of muscle force/joint torque due to the di-

rect relationship between the EMG and exerted muscle force [18]. In addition, since

EMG sensors are inexpensive and relatively small, they can be used as an appro-

priate alternative to force sensors to estimate muscle force. Many approaches have

been suggested for EMG-based muscle force estimation, where EMG features were

extracted and then mapped to the generated muscle force [19, 20]. Most classical

studies extracted the estimated EMG amplitude as the only feature of the EMG sig-

nal to predict the muscle force. However, adding more features from the EMG signal

as well as mechanical information such as joint angle and movement properties has

the potential to improve the force modelling performance [19, 21, 22].

Many physiological and non-physiological factors affect the EMG signal and conse-

quently the performance of EMG-based force modelling. The EMG-force relationship

is non-linear and dynamic even for isometric contraction (constant posture), where

part of the non-linearity comes from the process by which the EMG signal is gener-

ated. The CNS regulates muscle force production by two primary mechanisms: motor
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unit (MU) recruitment, and MU firing rate, where a MU comprises a single motoneu-

ron and several associated muscle fibres and is the smallest functional unit in the

muscle. MU recruitment refers to activating additional MUs to increase force, which

is believed to be nonlinear with ascending slope due to the size principle phenomenon

[23]. Based on the size principle, smaller MUs are recruited first at lower force levels

and larger ones are recruited as force level increases slowly. Another contributing

factor in generating greater force is increasing firing rate, which is reported to be

nonlinear with descending slope [23]. Although, the force generated by a muscle is re-

lated to the number of active MUs, their size and their firing rate, the strategies used

to modify the two mechanisms in different muscles, subjects, and even force levels

can be different [18]. The type of muscle contraction (isometric, isotonic, isokinetic,

and dynamic) and even contraction level can effect the degree of non-linearity in the

EMG-force relationship, since parameters such as muscle length, contraction velocity,

joint angle, and the relative contribution of recruitment and firing rate can be varied

for force production [24, 25, 5]. Some other factors that affect the recorded EMG

signal and force estimation accuracy are: phase cancellation, tissue filtering, non-

optimal electrode placement, muscle shape variations during movement, and muscle

coordination to perform a task which differ across participants.

Considering all these sources of variation in the EMG signal makes EMG-based

muscle force estimation a challenging problem, even for isometric contraction, espe-

cially if the force modelling is done across participants. Precise force estimation is

even more complicated for dynamic contraction, where changes in joint angle, mus-

cle length, muscle contraction velocity, MU recruitment and firing rate patterns, all

contribute to the muscle force generation and make the force level vary over time.
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1.2 Research Objectives

The overall objective of this research is to develop more accurate and robust force

prediction models that are generalizable across individuals and operational conditions,

from static (constant posture and constant force level) to fully dynamic (posture,

force level and velocity varying) contractions. Most past research has focused on

the static condition, where the proposed models for force estimation were developed

for individual subjects separately. Thus, the goals of this study are: - to improve

the accuracy of intra-subject force estimation under static conditions - to develop

generalized methods that can be applied to estimate force across all subjects (inter-

subject modelling) under static conditions - to devise methods to accurately estimate

intra-subject force under dynamic conditions - to generalize force prediction models

across subjects under dynamic conditions. To achieve these goals, high density (HD)-

electrodes are used for recording EMG signals. New methods for channel selection are

proposed to reduce the dimensionality and correlation in the dataset, and improve

the performance of force modelling. Enhanced EMG-force modeling procedures for

the inter-subject scheme are proposed. And robust modelling techniques are devised

for dynamic contractions, where in addition to EMG signals, another signal modality

is used. All these methods are experimentally assessed.

1.2.1 Channel Selection for Static Intra-subject Force Modelling

HD-electrodes are used for EMG recording since enhanced information about neuro-

muscular activation can be acquired which results in improved muscle force estimation

[26, 27, 28]. However, there are challenges associated with using a large number of
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electrodes due to the high correlation across channels. To deal with the high dimen-

sionality in the recorded data during isometric contraction, efficient techniques for

selecting a subset of available HD-EMG channels for force estimation, while minimiz-

ing the effect on force estimation accuracy are proposed. We propose two different

approaches: one based on principal component analysis (PCA) in the frequency do-

main and the other based on a novel algorithm that calculates and maximizes an

index, which is called the power-correlation ratio.

1.2.2 Inter-subject Force Modelling during Static Contraction

EMG amplitude, or the standard deviation (SD) of the EMG signal, is often esti-

mated and used as the only EMG feature for force modelling [29, 28, 30, 31]. Thus,

the accuracy of the force model depends on the amplitude estimate. In order to

obtain accurate EMG amplitude estimates complex EMG amplitude processing such

as whitening and multiple-channel combination [31, 32]; high-pass filtering the EMG

[33]; compensating for changes due to the variation in joint angle and innervation

zone (IZ) shift via a proposed calibration method [29] are essential. Also, the EMG

amplitude is affected by factors not relevant to force production, such as the wave

shape of motor unit action potentials [34]. Therefore, additional feature extraction

from an EMG signal is beneficial for model performance improvement, since an EMG

signal contains more useful information than only its SD. As well, in order to develop

a model that can generalize well across subjects, robust methods to deal with the

non-linearity and complexity of the EMG-force relation among subjects, even for iso-

metric contractions, are required. The combination of extracting a number of useful

EMG features and developing advanced/nonlinear models to map EMG to force is
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proposed.

1.2.3 Dynamic Force Modelling

Most EMG-based force modelling studies have focused on quasi-static conditions,

where the force modelling is less complex due to the limited number of factors involved

in force generation. During dynamic contractions, the EMG-based force estimates

are confounded by many factors such as changes in joint angle and muscle length,

contraction type, muscle shape variations during movement, and contraction velocity

[5]. Since the EMG-force relationship is nonlinear and dynamically changing during

quasi-dynamic and dynamic contractions, using a robust model that can capture

the complexity in the EMG-force relation, while, there is no need for compensation

of variables and no need for complex EMG processing and feature extraction, has

potential to achieve a reasonable force modelling accuracy.

The dependency of the muscle force on length, length change, and contraction

velocity implies that force estimation requires kinematic information in addition to

the EMG data during dynamic contraction [5, 35], where the EMG signal is not

sufficient for accurate force prediction. Therefore, we added upper arm kinematic

information, obtained using an inertial measurement unit (IMU), to our modelling to

improve the force estimation performance.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We presented new channel selection techniques to deal with the high-dimensionality

in HD-EMG recordings. The method was experimentally evaluated to select a
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subset of channels containing higher force-related information, while having less

common information with other channels, to capture the information needed for

EMG-based force modelling. We demonstrated that the proposed methods re-

sult in improved intra-subject, isometric force estimation.

• Non-linear models were developed for isometric force estimation that can gener-

alize well across subjects, where useful features, in addition to signal amplitude,

were extracted from the EMG.

• We presented a deep learning solution for modeling the EMG-force relationship

in isometric-isotonic conditions. This method possessed the ability to capture

the dynamics of the system and cope with the inherent non-linearity of the

modelling problem for inter-subject force modelling during static contractions

in comparison with the conventional methods. Here, we used input-level fusion

of EMG signals in the time and frequency domains to estimate generated force.

• We developed a novel solution using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)

ensemble for dynamic force modelling. In order to enhance the force modelling

performance, an additional signal modality, kinematic information recorded by

an IMU sensor was considered by the ensemble. Feature-level fusion of EMG

in time and frequency domains and IMU data was performed to achieve accu-

rate intra-subject and inter-subject force estimation during quasi-dynamic and

dynamic contractions. To the best of our knowledge our work is the first study

to develop a solution that can generalize across different participants, for force

modelling of quasi-dynamic and especially dynamic contractions.
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1.4 Publications

The research presented in this thesis has been published, or under review in the
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• [37]: Hajian, G., Morin, E. “Effect of joint angle and forearm posture on the

elbow flexor and extensor muscles during isometric contraction,” 40th Canadian

Medical and Biological Engineering Conference (CMBEC), pp. 1-4, 2017.

• [30]: Hajian, G., Behinaein, B., Morin, E., Etemad, A. “Improving wrist force

estimation with surface EMG during isometric contractions,”41st Canadian

Medical and Biological Engineering Conference (CMBEC), pp. 1-4, 2018.

• [38]: Hajian, G., Morin, E., Etemad, A. “EMG-based force estimation using

artificial neural networks,” 42nd Canadian Medical and Biological Engineering

Conference (CMBEC), pp. 1-4, 2019.

• [39]: Hajian, G., Morin, E., Etemad, A. “PCA-Based channel selection in

high-density EMG for improving force estimation,” 41st IEEE Engineering in

Medicine and Biology Society Conference (EMBC), pp. 652–655, 2019.

• [40]: Hajian, G., Etemad, A., Morin, E. “An investigation of dimensionality

reduction techniques for EMG-based force estimation,” 41st IEEE Engineering

in Medicine and Biology Society Conference (EMBC), pp. 698–701, 2019.
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• [41]: Hajian, G., Etemad, A., Morin, E. “Automated channel selection in high-

density sEMG for improved force estimation,” Sensors, vol. 20, no. 17, pp.

4858-4874, 2020.

• [42] Hajian, G., Morin, E., Etemad, A. “Upper limb torque estimation in quasi

dynamic contractions using a convolutional neural network,” International So-

ciety of Electrophysiological Kinesiology Congress (ISEK), pp. 80, 2020.

• [43] Hajian, G.; Morin, E.; Etemad, A. “Quasi-dynamic and dynamic force

modelling using EMG and IMU with deep CNN ensemble,” Submitted.

1.5 Layout of the Thesis

This thesis is presented in five Chapters:

• Chapter 2: Background on the physiology of EMG signal and its generation,

muscle force production, the muscles of the upper arm, EMG electrodes, and

EMG-force estimation methods as a related work are presented.

• Chapter 3: The details of the data acquisition and experimental setup for

static force modelling are explained. Novel channel selection methods to re-

duce dimensionality and correlation in the HD-EMG recording for intra-subject

EMG-based force estimation is presented. Muscle force estimation in inter-

subject manner is assessed and quantified by extracting features from an EMG

signal and applying machine learning techniques as well as using the deep-

learning based model.

• Chapter 4: The experimental protocols and setup, and data collection during
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quasi dynamic and dynamic contractions are presented in detail. The use of a

deep learning approach in EMG-force modeling is described where the proposed

deep CNN ensemble model is capable of dealing with non-linearity and dynamics

in the EMG-force relationship during dynamic contraction in both intra- and

inter-subject schemes. The use of integrated EMG and IMU data to obtain

enhanced force estimation results under dynamic conditions are presented.

• Chapter 5: A summary of the contributions and results of the thesis and

suggestions for future research is provided.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The EMG is a detectable electrical signal that is associated with muscle contraction

and force generation. EMG can be recorded non-invasively using electrodes placed on

the surface of the skin. Thus much work has been done to reliably predict muscle force

generated using surface EMG. In this chapter, first, the physiology of EMG signal

generation, different methods to record the EMG signal, and then studies that have

been done to map the EMG signal to end-point generated force, and their approaches

to improve the force estimation, will be discussed.

2.1 Physiological Aspects of EMG and Force Generation

Skeletal muscle contraction is under control of the CNS, which consists of the brain

and spinal cord. For muscle contraction, the CNS sends the electrochemical com-

mands, in the form of action potentials to the motor neurons (nerve cells) to muscle

fibers. Each motor neuron makes connection with multiple muscle fibers. The small-

est functional unit of a muscle, a MU, shown in Figure 2.1 (a), consists of a single

motor neuron and all muscle fibers innervated by that motor neuron, where each
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muscle fiber is typically innervated by a single motor neuron but a given motor neu-

rons innervates a number of muscle fibers. Nerve and muscle cells are excitable cells,

which are capable of changing their transmembrane potential difference in response to

a specific stimulus and generating electrochemical impulses (action potentials) at the

membrane, which can be transmitted along the length of the cell as a travelling wave.

Therefore, the control signal (action potential) sent along a motor neuron stimulates

all fibers of the MU at the neuromuscular junction, by changing the ionic distribu-

tions inside and outside the cells. Then, the generated action potentials propagate

in both directions away from the neuromuscular junctions. The action potentials (or

activation signals) of each individual muscle fibre sum together resulting in the motor

unit action potential (MUAP). A single MUAP is accompanied by a small contraction

in the muscle fibers of the MU for a fraction of a second. In order to sustain a muscle

contraction, MU’s must be repeatedly triggered by the motor neurons. The result-

ing sequence of MUAP’s is called the motor unit action potential train (MUAPT)

[44]. Since the muscle fibers of a MU are randomly distributed throughout a subsec-

tion of the muscle and are intermingled with fibers belonging to other MUs, surface

electrodes detect more than a single MUAPT except at very low force contractions.

As the generated muscle force increases, the recorded signal contains contributions of

more MUAPT’s in the vicinity of the electrode. The spatial and temporal summation

of MUAPTs from multiple active MUs, which results in muscle contraction (force),

can be recorded from the skin surface as the surface EMG signal, as depicted in

Figure 2.1 (b). Therefore, the generation of muscle force can be divided into two pro-

cesses: activation and contraction dynamics. The activation dynamics process refers

to the transformation of the neural excitation signal to a muscle activation signal. In
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Figure 2.1: An example of motor units (MUs) and the generated EMG signal are
shown. In (a) The control signals are sent from the CNS and reach the
muscle fibers via motor neuron, where each motor neuron innervates sev-
eral muscle fibers. Three MUs with different sizes are shown. In (b)
The surface EMG signal obtained by summation of motor units action
potential is shown [1].

contraction dynamics the muscle activation signal is transformed to a muscle force,

where the MUs contract and generate force [4].

The level of generated muscle force is controlled by two primary mechanisms; MU

recruitment and rate coding. MU recruitment refers to the activation of additional

MUs to increase force. Rate coding (changes to the firing rate) is the ability of the

CNS to change the frequency at which MUAPs are generated, based on the desired

force level. During slowly increasing muscle contraction there is a specific order of

recruitment as a function of size in which the smaller motor units are recruited at

lower force levels and larger motor units are recruited as contraction force increases

[18], so that the overall force generated by a muscle is related to the number of active

MUs, their size and their firing rate [18]. Therefore, during contractions, force can

be modulated by a combination of MU recruitment and changes in MU activation

frequency (rate coding). Motor unit recruitment and firing rate depend primarily on
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force level and the speed of contraction. The greater the number of MUs recruited

and the higher their discharge frequency, the greater the force will be [18]. In general,

recruitment is the dominant factor at the beginning of a contraction, and increasing

firing rate becomes more important as force increases. However, this strategy might

not be consistent across all muscles, subjects, and even force levels [44].

It has been shown that there is a relation between EMG and generated force so

that EMG signal amplitude increases as a function of generated force, which is a

sign that MU recruitment and MU firing rate increase in order to match the required

force demand [18]. As a result, to obtain an accurate estimate of muscle force both

spatial (active MUs) and temporal (firing rate) information should be considered. An

accurate estimation of the number and size of the active MUs and MU firing rate from

surface EMG signal is difficult because the EMG is affected by many physiological and

non-physiological factors, causing both temporal and spatial correlation in the data

[45]. Where the EMG amplitude has been used to estimate force, signal processing

techniques such as whitening and high-pass filtering have been proposed to improve

the EMG amplitude estimate which is related to the number and size of the active

MUs and their firing rate [5]. Additionally, useful spatial information can be extracted

from EMG by using multi-channel recording devices, e.g., a two dimensional electrode

grid, which provides a better representation of active MUs within a muscle [11].

2.2 EMG Recording

Electromyography is a technique for detection and analysis of the muscle activation

signal which provides a window into the intensity of muscle contraction; the recorded

signal is called the EMG. EMG signals can be acquired by electrodes located on the
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skin surface or inserted into the muscle tissue. Electrodes convert the ionic potentials

generated in muscles into ohmic potentials that can be measured using electronic

circuits and stored in either analog or digital form as a voltage potential. The elec-

trodes used for the EMG recording can be categorized into three general groups: 1)

in-dwelling electrodes, including needle and wire electrodes; 2) surface electrodes in-

cluding passive and active electrodes; and 3) high density (HD) electrodes, which can

be arranged as either one dimensional (linear) or two dimensional (grid) arrays. All

electrode types can be configured as either monopolar or bipolar electrodes. Monopo-

lar electrodes detect the EMG signal from the active muscle with respect to a reference

electrode which is located over a quiet region, such as over bone. Whereas, bipolar

electrodes, measure the difference in potential at two adjacent points over the muscle

under study.

Different types of electrodes are used for different purposes. For example, needle

electrodes, which provide localized information about neuromuscular activity, can be

used to study individual MU activities [46]. However, conventional surface EMG

techniques that use a single bipolar electrode, in general, cannot be used to extract

single MU information [47]. This is in part due to the tissue filtering effect, where

the tissue between the active muscle fibers and the electrodes acts as a low-pass

filter and reduces the bandwidth of the surface EMG signal compared to the intra-

muscular EMG. Using multi-channel surface EMG recording electrodes along with

signal decomposition algorithms makes it possible to extract information from the

surface EMG at the MU level [47]. Although needle electrodes can extract information

at MU level, because of the risk of injury, discomfort, and infection, non-invasive

methods (multi–channel surface electrodes) are preferable. Surface electrodes are
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affixed to the skin and make contact through an electrolyte that can be either an

electrode gel or paste, or sweat in the case of dry electrodes. Surface electrodes are

easy to use and provide information about muscle activity, with minimum discomfort

to the subject. Monopolar surface EMG recordings may be contaminated with power

line or other common mode noise sources, with activity of deep MUs, or with cross

talk from adjacent muscles, since they have a large pick-up area. In order to use the

EMG to obtain quantitative information about the muscle activation, and to reduce

the interference, bipolar surface electrodes are the best choice [47]. The bipolar EMG

signal can be considered as the difference between two monopolar EMGs. Thus, the

common-mode voltages in the two monopolar signals which will appear with very

similar amplitudes, are attenuated in the differential signal [47].

Surface electrodes are also categorized as passive or active electrodes. Active elec-

trodes contain electronic circuitry to amplify the EMG signal in close proximity to the

electrodes, so that the EMG signal is amplified before being transmitted via wires to

the main instrumentation amplifier. Passive electrodes do not have this preamplifier,

so that any movement artifacts picked up by the cable, are amplified along with the

actual signal. Therefore, the possibility of the EMG being contaminated with motion

artifact, which appears as low frequencies, is higher in passive electrodes than in ac-

tive ones. Passive electrodes require major skin preparation and use of conducting gel

to reduce the skin impedance, while active ones do not need such skin preparation.

High-density-surface-EMG (HD-EMG) involves recording from a single muscle

using either mono- or bi-dimensional linear arrays of surface electrodes. The use

of HD-EMG electrodes has been recommended to better characterize neuromuscular

activity and consequently improve the EMG-based muscle force estimation compared
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to a single bipolar surface electrode. Because the muscle activity is sampled over a

relatively large surface area, although there is redundant and correlated information

across channels. However, to obtain anatomical and physiological information about

the muscle such as determination of the IZ and tendons location, as well as the length

of muscle, all channels are required [47].

2.3 Upper Arm Muscles

The focus of this thesis is on upper arm EMG-based end-point force estimation,

where force at the wrist during the elbow flexion and extension was modeled using

EMG signal recorded from the elbow flexors muscles, the long head and short head

of biceps brachii and the brachioradialis, and an extensor muscle, the long head of

triceps brachii. During elbow flexion and extension two other muscles, the brachialis

and the anconeus are involved, respectively. We did not record EMG signals from

the brachialis, since it is located underneath the biceps which would require needle

electrodes to measure the muscle’s electrical activity. Due to the risks associated

with using needle electrodes as well as Staudenmann et al.’s suggestion regarding

using HD-electrodes over the distal portion of the biceps to capture some activity

of brachialis [48], recording from the brachialis muscle is not even essential for our

research. The anconeus makes a relatively small contribution to elbow extension

compared to the triceps brachii [49]. Thus, we recorded EMG data from the primary

muscles involved in the elbow flexion and extension. The anatomy of the upper arm

and the various muscles are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Triceps

Anconeus

Extensor Carpi
Radialis Longus

Deltoid

Biceps Brachii

Brachialis

Brachioradialis

Figure 2.2: Muscles of the right upper arm, with modification from [2].

2.3.1 Type of Muscle Contraction

Depending on the type of muscle conditions and limb position the physiological char-

acteristics of a muscle such as muscle moment arm, fiber direction and cross-sectional

area may change. There are different types of muscle contractions, which are de-

fined by changes in the muscle length and generated force during contraction. Muscle

contraction categories include isometric, isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic. Isomet-

ric contractions generate force without changing the length of the muscle (and joint

angle). In isotonic contractions, muscle length may change but constant tension (or

force) is maintained. During isokinetic muscle contraction, the muscle length changes

with a constant speed. Dynamic contractions involve changing joint angle (or muscle

length) which is accompanied by some other time-varying component, such as force
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level, contraction velocity or both. The static condition refers to constant posture

(isometric) and constant force level (isotonic) contractions.

2.4 Related Work

An accurate estimation of muscle force is desired in many applications including

design and control of prostheses, medical rehabilitation, clinical diagnostics, sports

medicine, and so on. To achieve low error in EMG-based force estimation, different

approaches have been proposed: using multi-channel recording [29, 31, 50]; utiliz-

ing HD-electrodes [51, 30, 38, 40]; applying advanced EMG amplitude processing,

such as whitening and multiple-channel combination [31, 32]; compensating for the

effect of changing joint angle via a proposed calibration method [29]; and applying

advanced/nonlinear models to map EMG amplitude to torque [31, 19, 28, 30, 38, 21].

There are two general categories for the EMG-based force estimation: the first

category is based on the classic Hill’s muscle model where the biomechanical proper-

ties of the muscles are required for force modelling (we call this category parametric

modelling in this thesis); the second category of force modelling methods focuses on

data-driven approaches in which a model aims to estimate output force (or torque)

from input EMG data without necessarily requiring knowledge about the muscle and

joint dynamics (we call this category non-parametric modelling, even though many

parameters in this category need to be tuned).

2.4.1 Parametric Methods

Modelling techniques based on Hill’s muscle model use muscle length and contraction

velocity and the estimated muscle activation level, acquired from processed EMG,
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Figure 2.3: Hill muscle model (a), Force-length property of the muscle (b), Force-
velocity curve (c) (from [3]).

as model inputs to predict the muscle force and joint moment [4, 52, 3, 53]. Hill

has suggested a model to represent the biomechanical properties of muscle in which

the muscle is represented by three elements arranged in series and in parallel [54].

The classic Hill model is composed of a contractile element (CE) which models the

tension produced by the muscle fibers, and two elastic elements, the series elastic

element (SE) and parallel elastic element (PE), that represent the elasticity in the

muscle tissues as shown in Figure. 2.3 (a). The contractile force generated by the CE,

(FCE) is assumed to be equal to the SE (F SE), and the total muscle force is the sum

of the forces in each of the two parallel sections, FCE and F PE.

The Hill method requires knowledge of muscle and tendon physiology such as

optimal muscle-fiber length (L0), maximum isometric muscle force (F 0), physiological

cross-sectional area, tendon slack length and joint dynamics [4], where the optimal

muscle length is defined as the muscle length at which a maximum isometric muscle

force can be generated. The force generated by CE is a function of muscle length, fl,

contraction velocity, fv, and muscle activation, u(t) [4]:

FCE = F 0flfvu(t), (2.1)
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and

Fmuscle = FCE + F PE. (2.2)

Here u(t) is estimated from the EMG amplitude, and F 0 is the force at opti-

mal muscle length that can be measured for each muscle, while fl and fv must be

approximated. Different mathematical equations have been suggested to model the

force-length relationship [55]. The force-velocity relation during dynamic contractions

has been shown in Figure. 2.3 (c), while in isometric contractions fv is assumed to

be equal to one. Also, as the muscle length increases beyond its resting length, the

passive tension (F PE) starts increasing nearly exponentially due to the elasticity in

the connective tissues around the muscle fibers [4].

Joint moment, which results from the contraction of several muscles acting at a

specific joint, can be calculated, where the contribution of each muscle is the mul-

tiplication of the force generated by the muscle and the muscle moment arm (the

minimum distance perpendicular to the line of-action of the muscle and the center of

the joint) [53]. The net moment about the joint is the sum of individual moments

generated by each muscle:

Mtotal =
I∑
i=1

Fi.MAi, (2.3)

where I is the number of contributing muscles, Fi is the force generated by muscle i,

and MAi is the moment arm of muscle i. Mtotal can be measured by using a force

sensor, where the force generated in each contributing muscle Fi can be estimated

using Hill-based models.

Precise measurement of physiological parameters such as optimal muscle fiber
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length, muscle-tendon moment arms, contraction velocity and physiological cross-

sectional area are needed [55] to estimate muscle force accurately. The physiologi-

cal parameters can be obtained from cadaver measurements, imaging techniques, or

estimations through optimization procedures such as the FOS method and muscu-

loskeletal models [55, 53]. However, not all involved physiological parameters can be

measured experimentally [4, 53], or optimized well, and some assumptions must be

made. As a result, the accuracy of the force estimate is limited, which constrains the

applications in which parametric modelling is used.

2.4.2 Non-parametric Methods

Another category of force modelling, focuses on data-driven approaches in which a

model aims to estimate the output force (or torque) from the input EMG data without

requiring knowledge about the muscle, joint dynamics, or the subject. More classical

approaches include system identification techniques such as polynomial estimation

[56, 57, 31, 50], linear regression [58], fast orthogonal search (FOS) [29, 30, 59, 3],

parallel cascade identification (PCI) [28], and others. More recently, machine learning

solutions are exploited to learn mappings between EMG and force. Examples include

past works using artificial neural networks (ANN) [21, 38, 40], which often depend

highly on the quality and variety of hand-crafted features extracted and provided to

the model. Deep learning solutions such as [60], on the other hand, are capable of

automatically learning the features necessary to maximize performance.
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2.4.2.1 Using Multi-channel and HD-EMG Recording

Many efforts have been made to improve the performance of force modelling, where

researchers have investigated EMG-based force estimation using multiple bipolar elec-

trode pairs [29, 58, 61, 28] and HD-EMG recording [26, 27, 51, 30] because of the

enhanced information about neuromuscular activation. Clancy et al. [31, 32], com-

bined using multiple-channel EMG with advanced EMG amplitude processing, i.e.

signal whitening. They used polynomial functions to estimate the torque gener-

ated about the elbow joint under non-fatiguing, quasi-isotonic, isometric conditions,

where the EMG signal was recorded from the biceps brachii and triceps brachii for

a series of flexions and extensions. EMG amplitude was estimated for both single

and multiple channels (four channels). Their results suggested that combining the

whitening technique with multi-channel recording improved torque estimation, where

the multiple-channel whitened processors consistently performed better than single

channel unwhitened. The best results were obtained for the third order polynomial

functions, where the error improved from 5.92±4% (single-channel, unwhitened) to

4.65±3.6% (multi-channel, whitened), where mean absolute value error (actual and

the predicted torque) as a percent of the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)

flexion torque was reported [31]. Hashemi et al. [28] used 13 bipolar electrodes, and

a non-linear modelling technique (PCI) coupled with angle-based EMG calibration, to

estimate force during dynamic contractions of the elbow flexors and extensors. They

found that multiple EMG channels lead to lower force estimation errors compared

to conventional EMG-force modelling techniques, where a single bipolar electrode

attached to the belly of the muscle.

However, there are challenges associated with using a large number of electrodes.
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Processing the acquired multi-channel or HD-EMG data requires more time and ef-

fort due to the high-dimensionality of the data which might contain redundant and

correlated information. Additionally, the complexity of the systems, computational

cost and power consumption, can make the HD-and multi-channel recording applica-

tions limited. Studies have been done to manage dealing with recorded multi-channel

and HD-EMG data by using fewer channels through ensemble learning techniques

[26], and applying PCA [27, 48]. Channel selection approaches can be also imple-

mented to deal with highly correlated information obtained using HD-electrodes and

extract the informative subset of channels that contain discriminatory information

to reduce the computational cost and time, and hence reduce power consumption,

without significantly compromising the performance.

Johns et al. [26] utilized HD-EMG signals with an ensemble learning technique

coupled with the FOS algorithm for force estimation. Monopolar HD-EMG record-

ings were obtained from the biceps brachii (48 channels), triceps brachii (64 channels)

and brachioradialis (8 channels) during a variable force, isometric contraction exer-

cise. Ensemble learning was used to manage the high-dimensionality and correlation

in HD-EMG data and reduce the effect of outliers on HD-EMG force estimation. The

authors considered a number of different HD-EMG spatial configurations (44, 22, 11

and 7 channels for the biceps and triceps) for the configurations. The highest accu-

racy was obtained for configurations in which a higher number of channels was used,

where the percent-normalized-mean-square-error (NMSE) was 2.43±0.85%, while the

lowest accuracy was achieved for the single channel configuration (5.74±2.98)% [26].

PCA was used to manage the highly correlated information obtained from HD-EMG

recording [27, 62]. PCA was applied to the EMG signals, then the first few modes
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were discarded, and the amplitude estimate of the remaining modes were summed

to estimate the neuromuscular activity [27]. This PCA-based approach showed a

substantial improvement in force estimation resulting in reduced root mean square

difference (RMSD) between the normalized force and the normalized EMG values

ranging from about 12% to about 40%. Therefore, it was concluded that PCA can

be considered as an effective tool for extracting relevant force-related information

from a high-density EMG grid, thus improving the quality of EMG-based muscle

force estimation [27]. Staudenmann et al. showed that multi-channel bipolar EMG

recording improved muscle activation estimates by 5–14% compared to a single bipo-

lar recording, while PCA-processed monopolar EMG amplitude estimation yielded

an improvement of 12–22% of muscle activation compared to multiple bipolar EMG

using the same monopolar channels [48]. Therefore, multi-channel EMG recording,

processed with PCA, has a potential to improve the muscle activation estimates [48].

Channel selection has been widely used in classification studies of bio-signals to

provide dimensionality reduction and faster processing, resulting in improved model

performances [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Martinez et al. [67] recorded HD-EMG

signals to estimate grasp force. They examined subsets of 4, 8, and 16 channels,

in comparison to the full set of 168 channels, to determine the minimum amount

of information needed for grasp force prediction. Three channel reduction methods

were used: select channels in the center of the grid only (Fix-Ridge); select the Fix-

Ridge channels with feature selection using elastic nets analysis (Fix-EN); and select

channels using lasso with EN feature selection (LassoG-EN) in [67]. The Fix-EN

was selected as the best method, since there was no statistical difference between

methods, and 16 channels proved to have the best trade-off between complexity and
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performance [67]. Al-Ani et al. [68], recorded multi-channel EEG (64 channels)

and EMG (8 channels) data to classify up to four alertness states (engaged, calm,

drowsy and asleep) using EEG, and six different grip and finger movements using

EMG. A dynamic channel selection method was proposed to select channels that are

more relevant to the given classification task for both signal types. This method was

compared with exhaustive search and it was concluded that while for a small number

of channels (e.g. 8 channels), an exhaustive search is feasible and yields good results,

this approach is not possible for a larger number of channels [68]. A novel variable

selection method based on Kullback Leibler (KL) information to select channels to

classify four hand motions using EMG has been explored [69]. The measured signals

were considered as probability variables, and their probability density functions were

estimated using probabilistic neural network learning based on KL information. The

results indicated that the average classification rate using the selected channels is

almost the same as using all the channels [69].

2.4.2.2 EMG Features for Force Modelling

Although many EMG-based force modelling methods only use the EMG amplitude

as the only extracted feature from EMG signal to relate EMG to force [29, 28, 31,

70, 21, 26, 3], it has been shown that using additional features of EMG signals can

lead to improved muscle force estimation [19, 38]. Dai et al. [19] used average

waveform length, slope sign change rate and zero crossing rate, in addition to the

estimated EMG amplitude, as features for force modelling using quadratic polynomial

and power-law models. The EMG signals were recorded from the biceps and the

triceps brachii using multiple channels (8 channels in total) during constant-posture,
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force-varying contractions. The error is reported as the RMS error, normalized to

maximum flexion torque for each subject. This study evaluated three techniques to

reduce error in the EMG-torque relationship about the elbow: using additional EMG

features, EMG channel selection and EMG-force model form. Their results showed

that using only the EMG standard deviation as input, with quadratic polynomial

model (baseline model) gave an error of of 5.5%±2.3 (maximum flexion voluntary

contraction-%MVC). Combining the techniques of multiple features with individual

channels reduced error to 4.8%±2.2 MVC [19]. Thus, considering more features which

are appropriate representatives of EMG signal has the potential to improve the model

performance.

The use of time and frequency domain features to estimate force induced at the

wrist was examined [38]. EMG signals were acquired from the elbow flexor and

extensor muscles during isometric contractions. The following features were extracted

and used as inputs to an ANN model: the maximum, standard deviation and mean

of the rectified and smoothed EMG signals in the time domain; the mean frequency

and the coefficient of the first principle component (first PC) of PCA in the frequency

domain. The model’s performance for individual features was investigated, where the

maximum and mean EMG features gave lower error compared to other features. The

best accuracy was obtained for the maximum number of EMG features, where the

root mean square error (RMSE%) was 5% for using all features compared to 6.1%

when just using the mean EMG feature [38]. However, different combinations of these

features might affect the force estimation accuracy differently.

Additionally, despite the popularity of time-domain analysis of EMG signal for
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force modelling [60, 19, 30, 21, 71, 72], frequency domain of the EMG signal also con-

tains task-related information[73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. Karlsson and Gerdle [78] reported

significant positive correlations between the mean frequency of the EMG signal’s

power spectrum, calculated from the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), and force.

Bai et al. [73] extracted the mean frequency from the EMG CWT, and used it to es-

timate the muscle force, via a two-layer feedforward ANN. The network succeeded in

catching the dynamics of different muscles under subject-dependent modelling. Their

results suggested that using frequency domain information can provide a promising

force estimation accuracy [73]. Also, in many hand-crafted feature-based models,

extracted features from the time, frequency, and time-frequency domains were used

to improve the performance of the force modelling [20, 38, 40], which indicates the

feasibility of using embedded information in the frequency domain for EMG-based

force modelling.

2.4.2.3 Using Artificial Intelligence for Force Estimation

With the development of artificial intelligence, there has been increasing use of ma-

chine learning and deep learning approaches for EMG-based force modelling in order

to improve the performance of force estimation. These approaches include models

that can cope with non-linearity in the EMG-force relation. Some methods have uti-

lized hand-crafted features [79, 38, 20, 80, 40, 72], while others have used automated

learned feature extraction for instance using a convolutional neural network (CNN)

[60, 81, 82, 83] for force estimation and myoelectric control. Castellini et al. used

support vector machine (SVM), a classical machine learning method, to recognize

grasping posture and approximate the required force, where the amputee subjects
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performed several different grasp postures [84]. Their best results showed that the

SVM classifies the posture up to an accuracy of 95% and approximates the force with

an error of 7% of the signal range, where no features were extracted from the EMG

signal. The regression performance was measured by the RMSE, normalised over the

range of the force signal, and modelling was done in a subject-dependent manner [84].

Zhang et al. extracted six time domain features from EMG signals, and used three

machine learning methods, ANN, SVM, and locally weighted regression (LWR) to

estimate the grasping force [79]. Each feature was used individually to estimate force

and to find the best features. The best result was obtained for the combination of

mean absolute value (MAV) feature and ANN, where the prediction error is less than

10% [79]. NN models showed promising results in EMG-based force modelling. Luo

et al. utilized a three domains fuzzy wavelet neural network (TDFWNN) algorithm

to accurately estimate the EMG-based force, where the EMG’s MAV is used as an

input to the model [71]. Force and EMG signals were recorded for a variety of hand

grip strengths from 2 subjects. The obtained results suggested that the TDFWNN

algorithm achieves a better performance for estimating the EMG-force relationship

in comparison with the Radial Basis Function ANN (RBFANN), where the MSE im-

proved from 1.57 to 0.014 for subject1 and from 2.61 to 0.083 for subject2 [71]. Grip

force and the 3D push-pull force have been estimated from the EMG signal using

a generalized regression neural network (GRNN), where time domain features were

extracted from the EMG signals [72]. For intra-subject grip force estimation the best

result (averaged across subjects) was obtained for the MAV feature (MAV error: 0.61

N, RMS error: 0.8 N, and correlation coefficient (cc): 99.53%). For the 3D push-pull

force estimation the MAV provided the better results compared to other features,
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where the best performance was an error of 0.33 N [72].

In the hand-crafted features-based models like classical machine learning algo-

rithms, where the feature extraction from EMG signals is needed, the performance

highly depends on the extracted features, where the features should contain use-

ful and discriminatory information about the data [85, 86, 19]. Also, the feature

extraction process requires time and effort as well as feature selection to avoid redun-

dancy in the feature set. On the other hand, learning algorithms which are indepen-

dent of hand-crafted features, such as deep learning methods, learn representations

of data by themselves and extract useful information to perform a prediction task

[60, 81, 82, 87, 76, 88]. CNN is one of the most popular deep learning architectures,

because of its feature learning capability, and because it can perform classification or

regression from high-dimensional raw data. Currently, there are few studies using the

deep learning approach to estimate force based on EMG signals [60].

In recent years, the applications of deep learning methods have shown significant

advantages over other machine learning methods [89]. In the EMG-related area, deep

learning approaches such as CNN, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and long-short

term memory (LSTM), a modification of RNN, have been used for myoelectric control

and pattern recognition [76, 83, 88, 87], and limb movement estimation [82, 81, 76].

For myoelectric control, a model based on deep learning which combines CNN and

RNN (RCNN), is proposed to estimate kinematic information from multi-channel

EMG signals [76]. The EMG signals are transformed to time-frequency frames as

the input to the model, to estimate limb movement. RCNN was compared with

SVR and CNN, and the proposed model had higher estimation accuracy and better

robustness to time variation than SVR and CNN [76]. Atzori et al. applied CNNs
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to EMG-based hand movement recognition; the results indicated that the CNN’s

classification accuracy was higher than the average results of classical methods [83].

The feasibility of using deep learning in developing generalized EMG-based force

estimation was investigated [60]. CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM networks were used

to estimate force from EMG signals [60], where the amplitude estimate of EMG was

used as the input. According to the authors, this work was the first to employ these

networks in EMG-based force estimation. The results suggested that the models were

applicable for force estimation, where CNN-LSTM was better than CNN in terms of

performance. For the subject-dependent case the RMSE% values were 10.10 ± 1.99,

7.27±1.44, and 7.09±1.38, while for the across subject case the RMSE% values were

11.89± 2.57, 8.57± 1.61, and 8.32± 1.59, for CNN, LSTM and C-LSTM respectively

[60]. Their results not only demonstrate the feasibility of using deep learning in the

application of EMG-based muscle force estimation, but also pointed out a potential

way of achieving high accuracy force estimation, in real-time, subject-independent

situations [60].

2.4.3 Adding Another Signal Modality to Force Estimation

In EMG-force modelling, experimental conditions have ranged from constant-posture,

constant-force (static) contractions to velocity varying, force-varying, dynamic con-

tractions. Most EMG-based force modelling studies focused on the static or quasi-

static condition, where the force modelling is less complex, while fewer studies have

attempted to improve force estimation under dynamic conditions.

During dynamic contractions the EMG-based force estimates are confounded by
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many factors such as changes in joint angle and muscle length, muscle shape varia-

tions during movement, and contraction velocity [5]. Efforts have been done to achieve

valid force predictions under dynamic conditions [5, 28, 90, 71, 21]. NN-based algo-

rithms were used to capture the non-linearity and dynamics of the EMG-force relation

[90, 71], where the EMG’s amplitude is used as an input to the model [71]. Hashemi

et al. [28] combined angle-based EMG amplitude calibration and PCI modelling

to estimate force precisely during dynamic contractions. The calibration method

was proposed to minimize the effects of joint angle related factors (muscle length

and shifts in IZ location), and the PCI modelling captures both the nonlinear and

dynamic properties of the process [28]. Although the proposed calibration method

improved the force modelling, additional experiments were needed to obtain the cal-

ibration values, which makes its applicability limited. Moreover, the dependency of

the muscle force on muscle length, length change, and contraction velocity implies

that force estimation requires kinematic information in addition to the EMG data

during dynamic contraction [5, 35]. Additional mechanical information in the EMG

classification problem [91] can lead to their investigation in the EMG-force problem,

as used in [21]. The feasibility of combining EMG and IMU data for classification

of hand, wrist, and finger movements was investigated [92, 93, 94, 91], where the re-

sults indicated improved classification accuracy when the IMU data were considered.

Also, Mobasser et al. used RBFANN and multilayer perceptron ANN (MLPANN)

for intra-subject force estimation, under isometric, isotonic and light load (dynamic)

conditions [21]. The model’s inputs were the amplitude estimate of EMG signals, the

elbow joint angle and angular velocity and acceleration. The models were able to pre-

dict the nonlinear relation between the joint parameters (EMG, angle and velocity)
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and the force generated at the wrist. The best performing architecture results in max-

imum RMSE of 40%, 26% and 18% for light load, isotonic and isometric conditions,

respectively [21], where their results suggested an improvement when acceleration

data was added to the model.

The EMG-force relationship is nonlinear and dynamically changing even for iso-

metric contractions, using a robust dynamic-nonlinear model that can capture the

complexity in EMG-force relation, with no need for compensation of variables and

complex EMG processing and feature extraction, while incorporating kinematic in-

formation, has the potential to achieve an acceptable force modelling accuracy during

dynamic contractions. IMU recordings can be used as complementary information

to EMG for force estimation, since they provide kinematic information regarding

movement, while not being affected by factors that affect the EMG during dynamic

contractions. Simultaneous use of IMU and EMG recordings for force estimation has

not been investigated, except for estimating the weight in the hand during a lift-

ing task [95]. However, the proposed model was not able to accurately estimate the

weight lifted.
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Chapter 3

Isometric Force Modelling

In this chapter, the experimental setup, comprising the Queen’s University Arm

(QARM), and instrumentation to collect force and HD-EMG data during isometric

contraction, are described. The experimental procedure and the signal pre-processing

are explained. The intra-subject EMG-based force modelling using FOS and proposed

channel selection methods are described. Then, inter-subject force modelling is dis-

cussed, where we develop a model that generalizes well across subjects for isometric

contractions using both classical machine learning and deep learning methods. For

the force-modelling based on machine learning techniques, feature extraction and the

proposed feature selection approach from recorded EMG signals are explained. Some

of the contents of this chapter have been published in [36, 37, 30, 38, 39, 41, 40].

3.1 Experiment and Data Collection

We designed an experiment in which the induced force at the right wrist during

elbow flexion can be estimated using EMG signals recorded simultaneously from the

elbow flexor muscles. The experiment was done under isometric conditions, in order
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to limit the physiological and non-physiological factors that affect the EMG-force

relationship. Even under isometric conditions, muscle fiber direction and muscle-

length change with joint angle, which in turn changes the force generated for a given

EMG level. Many isometric studies considered joint angle information to improve

EMG-based force modelling. In addition to the elbow joint angle, changes in forearm

posture are considered here to investigate the effects on the accuracy of EMG based

force modelling, because of changes to muscle length and the relative contributions

from the active muscles to the generated force. Thus, the experiments are done for

three different joint angles and two forearm postures.

3.1.1 Experimental Setup (testbed)

For our data collection, we used the QARM, shown in Figure 3.1 (a), which is a single

DOF exoskeleton test bed. The QARM has a pivoting aluminum bar which can be

locked in place for isometric contractions and its locked location can be changed

based on the desired elbow joint angle. The elbow’s axis of rotation is aligned with

the pivot point. The shoulder and wrist are held in a fixed position to constrain the

elbow motion of the right arm to the horizontal plane while limiting the contribution

of the shoulder and forearm muscles to force generation at the wrist. The right

wrist is supported with cuff and an ATI 6-DOF Gamma force/torque sensor with a

high stiffness of 9.1×106 N/m, and 1000 Hz sampling rate was used to measure the

generated elbow force at the wrist.

Thirteen healthy subjects (5 females and 8 males; age 27±4 years) took part in

the experiment. EMG and force data were recorded simultaneously for three dif-

ferent elbow joint angles and two forearm postures, during isometric contractions.
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Figure 3.1: The experimental setup (a) and the HD-electrode array with 8 sensors
(b) are presented. There was a plate under the pivot bar, where the pivot
bar can be locked at different joint angles, in increments of 5 degrees. For
our experiment we used 60, 90 and 120 degrees.

The experimental protocol was approved by the Queen’s University Health Sciences

Research Ethics board. Participants provided informed consent before starting the

experiment; as well they were familiarized with the setup and the experiment. For

each subject, the data were collected in a single session.

3.1.2 EMG Sensors/Recording

It has been suggested that using multiple bipolar and HD-EMG electrodes can im-

prove EMG-based force estimation accuracy compared to the conventional EMG tech-

niques [29, 58, 61, 27]. Thus, the EMG data were collected using linear monopolar

HD-array electrodes, having 8 silver-silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) contacts, with a 5 mm

inter-electrode distance, arranged on a flexible plastic substrate, as shown in Figure
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3.1(b). First, the preparation was done so that shaving was performed if required,

followed by cleaning and using abrasive conductive gel over the skin. Then, the elec-

trodes were attached to the skin using adhesive pads that have small wells filled with

conductive paste over the electrode contacts. Three arrays were used, one located on

each of the long head and short head of the biceps brachii, and the brachioradialis.

The EMG data were collected using the OT Bioelettronica EMG-USB2 HD system

(HD-amplifier), where the device is configured in a mono-polar mode. In monopo-

lar mode, the difference between the corresponding input electrode and a reference

electrode is recorded for all channels. Each electrode array was connected to the

EMG-USB2 via an adapter, where each adapter had its own reference electrode.

Standard disposable ECG pre-gelled electrodes with Ag/AgCl contact were used as

reference electrodes, which were placed on regions with lower myoelectric activity.

For the brachioradialis, the reference electrode was located on the wrist, while for the

long head and short head of biceps they were placed on the elbow and fossa cubit

(tendon). The skin under the electrodes was cleaned to reduce the skin impedance,

and increase the signal quality, using water (for HD-arrays) or alcohol (for reference

electrodes), and abraded using a conductive paste.

Some sources of variability are introduced during data collection due to variation

in electrode placement, electrode alignment with respect to the muscle fibers, and

electrode-skin impedance. Careful skin preparation and electrode placement across

subjects are important to limit these variabilities. Thus, the electrode placement

should be consistent among participants and aligned with the muscle fibers on the

belly of the desired muscles. Although some level of variation is unavoidable due
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to differences among participants, we used the surface electromyography for the non-

invasive assessment of muscles (SENIAM) sensor location recommendation which

provides recommendations for sensor locations on 30 individual muscles. In SENIAM,

the locations are determined based on each subject’s anatomical measurements, which

compensates for the differences among subjects. For the long head and short head of

biceps brachii, the center of the electrode array (i.e. fourth electrode) was located on

the SENIAM sensor location recommendation for the biceps. In order to determine

the recommended location for the biceps brachii, participants was asked to sit on

a chair with the elbow flexed at a 90 angle and the dorsal side of the forearm in a

horizontal downwards position. The line between the medial acromion and the fossa

cubit at 1/3 from the fossa cubit was marked as for the fourth electrode location.

Sufficient distance between the arrays on the long head and short head of the biceps

was insured based on subject’s arm size. For the brachioradialis, the fourth electrode

of the array was placed at one-third the length of the forearm measured from the

elbow. A driven right leg (DRL) circuit was used to reduce the 60 Hz interference by

attaching two reference electrodes on the right and left wrists. Each EMG signal is

hardware band-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 10 and 500 Hz, and sampled

at 2048 Hz, where the amplification factor was set to 1000.

3.1.3 Isometric Data Collection Protocol

The experiment was conducted for three elbow joint angles of 60, 90 and 120 degrees

at three force levels of 20%, 35%, and 50% of the maximum voluntary contraction

(MVC), and two forearm postures; neutral and supinated. MVC was obtained by

having the participant generate a maximum contraction for a duration of 5 seconds,
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repeated 3 times; this was done at the three joint angles and two forearm postures.

The participants were encouraged to generate their maximal force throughout the 5

seconds contraction period. Then the maximum value over the 3 trials was used to

generate the force profile. Next, the participants were provided with a force profile

showing three 5 seconds force levels, one level at each of 20%, 35%, and 50% MVC,

with 5 seconds rest time between levels. The force levels were randomly alternated

to be sure that the order of force level appearing in the force profile was not the

same for all three trials. An example of force generated following a force profile is

shown in Figure 3.2 d. In each trial, the subject generated force to follow the force

profile at a single joint angle. This was repeated three times at each joint angle, for

a total of nine trials per forearm posture. Sample EMG signals, acquired from the

elbow flexor muscles (one channel), and the wrist force data, acquired at 90◦ elbow

joint angle in a neutral posture, are shown Figure 3.2 a–d. The duration of each

contraction within a trial was 5 seconds. Appropriate rest periods were provided in

order to avoid muscle fatigue, which can happen due to the intense and prolonged

muscle contraction. Because during the fatigue the ability of the muscle to generate

force is reduced, which affects the amplitude and frequency contents of the EMG

signal as well as the EMG-force relation [96]. Also subjects were instructed not to

activate their triceps brachii muscles during flexion. EMG was recorded from the

triceps brachii to insure that there was no activation of the antagonist muscles during

elbow flexion.
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Figure 3.2: Sample differential EMG from (a) the long head of biceps brachii, (b)
the short head of biceps brachii, and (c) the brachioradialis; and (d) the
measured force. All records are from one subject, one trial at 90◦ elbow
joint angle, at neutral posture.

3.1.4 Signal Pre-processing

The EMG and force data are recorded simultaneously during isometric elbow flexion,

where the EMG signals are collected from the long head and short head of biceps,

and the brachioradialis. Then, for processing, first, the differential HD-EMG signals

were obtained by subtracting neighboring channels, resulting in 7 differential channels

from each flexor muscle. Each differential channel was band-pass filtered with cut-off

frequencies of 10 Hz and 500 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth filter. The force

profiles, originally sampled at 1000 Hz were then up-sampled using linear interpolation

to 2048 Hz, in order to match the sampling frequency of the EMG. For both the

EMG and force data 3 seconds of data during each contraction, where the force was

constant, were extracted for analysis. Then, based on the type of force modelling,

additional pre-processing was done on the EMG signal, as described in Sections 3.2.1

and 3.3.1.1.
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3.2 Intra-subject Modelling

In this Section, intra-subject EMG-based force modelling using the non-parametric

FOS method will be explained. HD-EMG recording was used, since it provides en-

hanced information about neuromuscular activation. There are challenges associated

with using a large number of electrodes, including: more time and effort required

for processing the acquired HD-EMG; and the increased complexity, computational

cost and power consumption of the systems required to record and process the data.

Also, the data might contain redundant and correlated information. Therefore, a

novel channel selection method is proposed to deal with highly correlated informa-

tion obtained using HD-electrodes and extract the informative subset of channels

that contains discriminatory information to reduce the computational cost and time,

without significantly compromising the performance.

3.2.1 Methods

After obtaining the band-pass filtered differential EMG signals, described in Section

3.1, additional signal processing consisted of obtaining the amplitude estimate (AE)

of all 21 channels (7 differential channels per muscle) by full-wave rectification and

smoothing of the EMG signals with a 300 point moving average filter (about 147

ms) to estimate the signal amplitude [29]. Each AE was normalized with respect to

the mean of the AE at 50% MVC according to Johns et al. [26], while we did not

normalize force data, as the force levels were defined as fixed percentages of MVC

force.
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3.2.1.1 Fast Orthogonal Search (FOS) Method

A nonlinear system identification method, called FOS [97], which estimates the sys-

tem output as a weighted sum of M linear or nonlinear basis functions pm(n) and

coefficient terms am, is given in equation 3.1. y(n) is the measured data, e(n) is the

estimation error, and n is the discrete time sample index:

y(n) =
M∑
m=1

ampm(n) + e(n). (3.1)

FOS aims to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the estimate and the

system output, where the algorithm searches through a large pool of N available can-

didate basis functions (N �M), in order to select the functions that contribute the

most to the reduction of the calculated MSE [3]. This method is based on the prin-

ciple of Gram–Schmidt orthogonal identification, whereby orthogonal basis functions

are generated from the candidate basis functions and coefficients found to minimize

the estimated MSE. FOS determines each basis function and corresponding coeffi-

cients in a single iteration such that the basis function with the greatest reduction in

the estimated error is selected, and this process continues until the stopping criteria

are met. Here, the FOS process was stopped when the number of functions reached

9, as suggested by Hashemi et al. [29].

For the basis functions, the set of 57 functions described by Mobasser et al. [70]

were employed and computed for each channel of the three muscles. The functions

comprise a set of functions which includes the elbow joint angle (θ), the seven LE’s

of each muscle, and products of sin(θ) and cos(θ) with LE’s of individual muscles and
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with cross-products of LE’s of two muscles, and a series of non-linear (quadratic, lim-

ited square, square root, and sigmoid) functions. We used one trial of the experiment

for each individual subject at each joint angle and forearm posture to train a FOS

model and the next two trials to test the model. The inputs to the model consisted

of the LEs of the EMG recordings of all 21 channels of the three muscles, as well as

the elbow joint angles, while the force measured at the wrist was used as the output.

3.2.1.2 Channel Selection Algorithms

In order to select a subset of channels to be used for force estimation with FOS,

we aimed to reduce the redundant and common information without considerable

compromise to the variance of the recorded EMG data among the different channels.

As a result, channels were selected first using PCA, and then using a new method

based on maximizing a novel index. The two approaches are described in the following.

PCA-based Channel Selection: PCA is a technique for decomposing high-

dimensional data into a set of linearly independent components, called principal com-

ponents (PC). Through projecting the data from a high-dimensional space onto a

lower dimensional space, PCA aims to maximize the captured variance within the

projected data, thus retaining the maximum amount of information while performing

dimensionality reduction [62]. Although PCA in the time domain has been widely

used as a method to reduce the redundancy in data, we proposed the novel idea of

using PCA to select a subset of channels with the highest variance in both time and

frequency domains.

First, PCA in the time domain was applied to the AEs of the 7 differential EMG

signals for each muscle. Then, we looked at the weights (i.e., coefficients) associated
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with the first PC, and selected the subset of channels with the highest coefficients

indicating the highest contribution to the first PC. Next, the magnitude of the fast

Fourier transform (FFT) was computed for each 3 seconds segmented of the differ-

ential EMG signals. The phase information was discarded due to its irrelevance as

it corresponds to the delay as the EMG signal travels along the muscle fibers [98].

Then, PCA was applied to the 21 FFT magnitudes, corresponding to 7 channels from

each muscle, and the subset of channels per muscle with the greatest contribution to

the first PC were selected.

Our proposed PCA technique (in both time and frequency domains) selects the

channels with the largest contribution to the first PC. To further explore the use of

PCA for channel selection, we also examined voting for the selected channels, based

on the contributions of the first 2 and first 3 PCs. These results are presented in

Section 3.2.2.2.

Power-Correlation Ratio (PCR) Maximization: We develop a new tech-

nique for channel selection in EMG-based force estimation. Channels that contain

higher force-related information, while having less common information with others,

are selected to capture the needed information for EMG-based force modelling, as

well as to reduce the redundancy and correlation in the dataset. Thus, to estimate

the amount of information in each channel of each muscle, the mean of the power

spectral densities (PSD) of all channels are calculated, since it has been proven that

the mean of PSD of the EMG has significant positive correlation with the gener-

ated force [78, 73]. Then the calculated PSDs are normalized against the maximum

value over the seven EMG recordings from each respective muscle. This is called the

normalized spectral density, which is calculated as:
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PSDc,m =
PSDc,m

max(PSD)m
, (3.2)

where c is the evaluated channel, and m is the muscle.

While utilizing the channels with the greatest amount of spectral information

(after removing the noise components through pre-processing) is required, our goal

was to select the subset of channels that would minimize the redundant information.

As a result, we used the Pearson’s correlation coefficient:

rx,y =

∑n
i=1(xi −mx)(yi −my)√∑n

i=1(xi −mx)2
√∑n

i=1(yi −my)2
, (3.3)

where r is the correlation coefficient, x and y are two time-series of length n (e.g.

EMG segments, with n samples per segment), and mx and my are the mean values

of the two time-series.

Next, by averaging the correlation coefficients of each channel against all the other

channels, the overall similarity of each channel with the other channels is estimated.

This concept is presented in Equation 3.4 where c denotes the given channel and r is

the set of all the channels excluding c:

mc =
1

N − 1

N∑
r=1

|rc,r|. (3.4)

Finally, PCR for channels of each muscle are calculated as:

PCRc =
PSDc

mc

. (3.5)

By calculating this index for every channel and selecting the channels with the
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highest values of PCR, this method ensures that we select those channels with the

highest normalized spectral information and minimal correlation with other channels.

Channel selection was performed within the 7 individual channels of the HD-electrodes

for each of the 3 muscles and 2 forearm postures separately.

3.2.1.3 EMG-based Force Modelling

Force modelling is performed by using FOS on: 1) all 7 differential channels per

muscle, and 2) subsets of channels derived by applying the proposed channel selection

methods (PCA and PCR) on the HD-channels of each muscle. In either case the same

pool of candidate functions was used for the FOS model. The comparison is made

between different configurations. The model’s inputs are the amplitude estimates of

the EMG recordings of all used channels of the three muscles, as well as the elbow

joint angles. The ground truth is the recorded force at the wrist.

The channel selection methods are implemented to select subsets of one, two and

three channels per muscle, and the force estimation results are compared with the

estimation results of the full set of 7 channels per muscle. The evaluation criterion

used is the normalized mean squared error (NMSE), [70, 29, 26] and is calculated by:

%NMSE =

∑N
i=1(Fmeasured,i − Festimated,i)2∑N

i=1 F
2
measured,i

× 100, (3.6)

where Fmeasured and Festimated are the measured and estimated wrist forces respectively

and N is the length of the segment.

Force modelling is done in a subject specific manner, so that the data for each

subject, each joint angle and forearm posture are used separately to develop a model.

Averaged test %NMSE values were obtained for each subject. Then, overall %NMSE
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values were obtained by averaging the errors across all subjects, for three elbow joint

angles and two forearm postures for the different channel selection approaches.

Statistical analysis was done using MATLAB (MATLAB 18.1, The MathWorks

Inc.). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Welch’s t-test were used to determine the

statistical significance of the proposed channel selection methods. The independent

variable was the %NMSE and the significance level was set at 5%. ANOVA was

selected, since it is a robust method which can be used to show significance even in

data with a non-normal distribution [99]. The Bonferroni correction method was also

applied at the 95% confidence level.

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.2.1 Effect of Channel Selection

The mean and standard errors (SE) of the %NMSE values for 7 channels per muscle

and subsets of 1, 2, and 3 channels per muscle are presented in Table 3.1, where the

bolded values represent the lowest errors obtained for each channel subset, under each

experimental condition. The channel subsets were obtained using time-domain PCA

(PCAtime), frequency domain PCA (PCAfreq) and PCR on the HD-EMG data and

force estimation was done using FOS. As the number of selected channels increases,

the %NMSE values decrease in most cases for different joint angles and forearm

postures.

A two-way ANOVA was performed on the results of force estimation with the

selected channel subsets and channel selection methods as factors to analyze the

significance of changes in force estimation accuracy, where we grouped data from the

different joint angles and forearm postures, as these factors had no effect, as explained
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in Section 3.3.2.5 . The results indicate that there were significant effects of both

factors methods on the average errors across subjects (p-value = 4.69× 10−8). Then

one-way ANOVA was applied to investigate the effect of channel selection method for

each subset of channels, with respect to the entire set of channels. The results indicate

that there are significant differences between the channel selection methods for subsets

of three and one selected channels per muscle (p-value = 0.043 and p-value = 0.0065

respectively). However, no significant effect was found between PCAtime, PCAfreq,

and PCR when comparing force estimation results for the 7-channel HD-EMG versus

the 2-channel per muscle subset (p-value = 0.49). To explore where the significant

differences are, pairwise comparisons were done using Welch’s t-test, for the subset of

3 channels per muscle, which results in improvements in force estimation for PCAfreq

and PCR methods. The t-test result indicates that there are significant effects when

PCAfreq and PCR were employed for 3-channel per muscle subset selection. However,

there is no significant effect when PCAtime was used to select a 3-channel per muscle

subset versus the full set of HD signals. Also PCAfreq and PCR are statistically

better than PCAtime.

We did not perform t-test analyses on single-channel subsets, since no improve-

ment in force estimation was observed. When selecting 1 channel, the PCR method

shows the closest performance to the full-set, followed by PCAfreq, and PCAtime.

However, in single-channel selection, PCAtime and PCAfreq showed very high stan-

dard errors, indicating low consistency in force estimation. Evidently, while selection

of only 1 channel provides a dimensionality reduction of 85.71%, it reduces the force

estimation accuracy.

Although there were no significant differences between the different approaches,
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Table 3.1: Mean and SE of the %NMSE values for the different channel selection
methods used are given for the different experimental conditions. The
numbers of channels selected per muscle are shown. 60, 90, and 120 are
the elbow joint angles, N and S represent neutral and supinated posture.
The sample size was 13 (subjects) × 3 (force levels per subject).

Method Chs 60N 60S 90N 90S 120N 120S

PCAtime 1 1.67± 0.53 1.98± 0.86 0.75± 0.21 0.84±0.28 1.04± 0.27 2.44± 1.14
PCAtime 2 0.52±0.12 1.32±0.71 0.57±0.09 0.72±0.23 1.02±0.33 1.78±0.18
PCAtime 3 0.64± 0.18 0.60± 0.09 0.55± 0.08 0.66± 0.1 0.91± 0.44 1.18± 0.50
PCAfreq 1 1.67± 0.70 0.90±0.21 1.40±0.50 1.19±0.30 0.96±0.27 1.97±0.81
PCAfreq 2 0.51±0.11 0.65±0.13 0.70±0.15 0.59±0.10 0.62±0.16 0.63±0.18
PCAfreq 3 0.40±0.05 0.59±0.12 0.45±0.08 0.60±0.09 0.52±0.09 0.42±0.06
PCR 1 0.97±0.23 1.08±0.52 0.65±0.10 1.20±0.33 0.93±0.24 0.92±0.24
PCR 2 0.51±0.09 0.54±0.11 0.62±0.11 0.63±0.11 0.62±0.15 0.89±0.3
PCR 3 0.41±0.07 0.55±0.08 0.41±0.07 0.54±0.06 0.54±0.10 0.41±0.05
All Channels 7 0.54± 0.076 0.81± 0.26 0.55± 0.11 0.70± 0.14 0.89± 0.27 1.01± 0.34

for a subset of 2 channels, the average and standard error of the overall %NMSE in the

estimated force increased for PCAtime, while these values decreased for PCAfreq and

PCR. Finally, when a subset of 3 channels was selected, PCAtime further deteriorated

the performance of the force-estimation process, while PCAfreq and PCR, averaged

across all conditions, enhanced the results by almost 30% and the standard errors were

reduced. Figure 3.3 shows a detailed comparison of the %NMSE values obtained for

the 3-channel subsets selected for each subject, in comparison with the all channels

case. The %NMSE values shown for each subject are averaged over the 3 force levels

recorded. For almost all subjects, either the PCR or PCAfreq methods resulted in

better performance than using all 7 differential channels, and the average %NMSE

values are lower than those for channel selection using PCAtime.

These results indicate that while utilizing 7 channels per muscle for force estima-

tion yields relatively good results, there is redundant information among the channels,

which is discarded through our channel selection techniques. On the other hand, it

is evident that a single EMG channel does not contain enough information to allow
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Figure 3.3: %NMSE values for 13 subjects, when subsets of 3 channels per muscle
were selected by using PCR, PCAfreq, and PCAtime, in comparison with
the full set of HD-EMG channels are shown. The dashed line shows the
mean of %NMSE values among subjects, while the pink shading presents
the standard deviation across subject means for each condition.
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for accurate force estimation.

3.2.2.2 Effect of Number of PCs

Our results indicated that applying PCA in the frequency domain to select channels

has the potential to improve the force estimation accuracy, while PCA in the time

domain does not. To further explore the use of PCA for channel selection, we also

examined voting for the selected channels, based on the contributions of the first 2

and first 3 PCs. The mean and SE values for each experimental condition are shown

in Table 3.2, where the results suggest that considering more PCs does not improve

the force modelling performance. As more PCs are selected in the time and frequency

domains, the %NMSE values are approximately the same for the 1 PC and 2 PC cases,

and then increased as 3 PCs are used for each experimental condition.

Table 3.2: Mean and SE of the %NMSE values for the first, second and third PCs
used for channel selection in the time and frequency domains, for each
experimental conditions are shown.

PCAfreq PCAtime

1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC

60N 0.40±0.05 0.40±0.05 1.53±1.02 0.64±0.18 0.52±0.09 0.64±0.16
60S 0.59±0.12 0.59±0.12 0.55±0.11 0.56±0.09 0.53±0.09 4.21±2.23
90N 0.45±0.08 0.45±0.08 0.45±0.08 0.52±0.08 0.52±0.09 0.75±0.20
90S 0.60±0.09 0.60±0.09 2.05±1.09 0.66±0.10 0.66±0.11 2.85±1.43
120N 0.52±0.10 0.52±0.10 1.58±0.76 0.89±0.44 0.92±0.44 1.58±0.76
120S 0.42±0.07 0.42±0.07 1.62±1.16 1.08±0.50 1.02±0.43 0.77±0.17

These results were statistically investigated using single factor ANOVA. The

ANOVA results suggest that there are significant effects for using different number of

PCs to select three channels for both PCAtime (p = 0.04) and PCAfreq (p = 0.0059).

Next, a t-test was applied for pairwise comparison. The PCA methods using 1 and

2 PCs were not statistically different in either domain. When comparing the usage
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of 1 PC versus 3 PCs for channel selection, p = 0.08 for PCAtime and p = 0.019

for PCAfreq; and p= 0.021 for PCAtime and p = 0.019 for PCAfreq when comparing

the usage of 2 PCs versus 3 PCs. However, considering the Bonferroni correction,

there was no significant effect for using more than 1 PC for channel selection on force

estimation accuracy, in either the time or frequency domain.

Therefore, using the first PC is sufficient to select channels to improve the force

estimation accuracy, because the first PC represents the maximum variation in the

data. In Figure 3.4, the percentage of the total variance explained by each PC, for the

long head of biceps brachii of one subject at 60◦ joint angle, neutral posture, is shown.

This figure shows that the first PC has 91.89% of the total variance, while the other

components represent: 5.46%, 1.32%, 0.79%, 0.27%, 0.14%, and 0.13% respectively.

Therefore, there is no need to use more than one PC to select a subset of channels,

since the first PC contains sufficient information.
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Figure 3.4: The percentage of the total variance explained by each PC, for the long
head of biceps of one subject at 60◦ joint angle and neutral posture.
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3.2.3 Comparison with Previous Work

Staudenmann et al. [27] used PCA on EMG signals, recorded using HD-electrodes

from the triceps brachii muscle during elbow extension, in order to improve EMG-

based force estimation. They summed the PCs and their evaluation criterion was

the RMSD between the predicted and measured force values. They found that PCA

reduced the RMSD by approximately 12% for optimally aligned multiple bipolar

electrodes. In our work we did not use PCA to rebuild the EMG signal; instead, PCA

was used to find the channels with the highest contribution (higher coefficient) in the

PC space, indicating maximum variance of the signal. We achieved improvements of

29.92% and 29.17% NMSE compared to the 7-channel per muscle configuration using

PCR and PCAfreq methods respectively.

HD-EMG recordings were used for force estimation using an ensemble learning

technique coupled with the FOS algorithm, as an outlier detection method [26]. Four

HD-spatial configurations were considered. The lowest error was obtained in a con-

figuration where all the bipolar channels (44 channels) were used for force estimation

(mean %NMSE = 2.43). In configurations where the number of channels was reduced

(11 and 7 channels), %NMSE = 2.79 and %NMSE = 2.99 were obtained respectively.

In this study, smaller subsets of channels were selected, but no attempt was made

to optimize the chosen subset of channels. In comparison, through channel selection

with PCR and PCAfreq, we achieved a similar approximately 50% reduction in the

number of channels, and a reduced %NMSE. This indicates the importance of chan-

nel selection not only for reducing the dimensionality, but also to improve the force

modelling performance.

In a somewhat different application of channel selection Geng et al. [63] proposed
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multi-class common spatial pattern to select the optimal subset of channels from HD-

EMG recordings for motion classification. The classification accuracy was defined

as the percentage of the number of correct classifications over the total number of

classifications. Eighteen monopolar EMG channels were selected among the total 56

as the sufficient number of channels for accurate motion classification achieving an

average classification accuracy of 93.03%, in comparison to an accuracy of 94.50% for

the entire set. When using a bipolar configuration, the average classification accuracy

was 95.58% for 18 selected channels, compared to 98.17% for the complete set. In [63],

the classification accuracy went down as the suggested number of channels was used,

while our channel selection method improved the performance of force modelling.

Our channel selection methods provide a simple, practical, and effective way of

dealing with high dimensionality of EMG data in order to find a subset of channels

that contribute the most to force estimation. PCAfreq and our PCR channel selection

methods improve the force estimation accuracy by 29.17% and 29.92% respectively,

while reducing the dimensionality by 57%.

3.2.4 Summary

Linear electrode arrays were used to record EMG signals, during isometric contrac-

tions over three elbow flexor muscle locations, while simultaneously recording the

generated force. The recorded EMG data were first pre-processed and the force in-

duced at the wrist was estimated using FOS, for individual subjects. Two techniques,

one based on PCA in the frequency domain, and the second, a novel index called power

correlation ratio (PCR), were used to select a subset of channels for force estimation.

PCAfreq and PCR improved the force estimation accuracy by 29.17% and 29.92%
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while reducing the dimensionality 57%.

Both proposed methods, PCAfreq and PCR, achieved lower errors for force mod-

elling in comparison with the full-set and the baseline, PCAtime, when a subset of

3 channels per muscle were selected. Although the accuracy of the PCR is slightly

better than PCAfreq for most subjects and experimental conditions, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.3, they are not statistically different. However the performance of PCR for the

subset of 1 and 2 channels is better than PCAfreq and much closer to the full-set.

This indicates that the PCR is a better approach than PCAfreq when dimensionality

reduction is more important since the accuracy is less compromised by PCR than

PCAfreq, if a smaller number of channels is to be selected. In addition, we showed

that using the first PC is sufficient to select channels to improve the force estimation

accuracy. However, this might not be the case for different applications, and more

investigation may be required.

3.3 Classic Machine Learning Approaches for Inter-subject

Force Modelling

The majority of the related work on EMG-based force estimation has focused on

intra-subject modelling, which could be due to the fact that muscle coordination to

perform a task is highly subject-dependent. Also, the performance of EMG-based

force modelling is affected by factors such as: phase cancellation, tissue filtering,

non-optimal electrode placement, and muscle shape variations during movement and

among subjects. Thus, precise force estimation is more complicated due to this vari-

ability. Machine learning and deep learning approaches are appropriate choices for

inter-subject EMG-based force modelling, since they are able to learn the non-linear,
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complex relationships between the data. Machine learning solutions often depend

highly on the quality and variety of hand-crafted features extracted and provided to

the model. Deep learning solutions, on the other hand, are capable of automatically

learning the features necessary to maximize performance in high-dimensional data.

The purpose in this Section 3.3 is to find an appropriate model using machine

learning techniques and an efficient feature set for performing force estimation based

on HD-EMG in an inter-subject manner. The collected HD-EMG from the elbow

flexor muscles and the force at the wrist during isometric contractions at three joint

angles and two forearm postures, as described in Section 3.1, are used. Bagged tree

ensemble (BTE) models were developed and their performance was compared with a

number of different machine learning models for EMG based force estimation, namely

decision tree, linear regression, linear support vector machine (SVM), polynomial

SVM, and radial base function SVM, and the BTE was selected as the best model.

Using the selected model, the force was estimated using a full set of 336 features and

using smaller numbers of features extracted from the full set. Feature selection was

carried out using a modified sequential feature selection (MSFS) method, which we

proposed. The performance of our feature selection method was compared to the

performance of: (i) sequential feature selection (SFS), (ii) the least absolute shrink-

age and selection operator (Lasso), and (iii) a decision tree based feature selection

method. A detailed statistical analysis of the results revealed that smaller feature sets

selected by our MSFS method resulted in smaller errors in force estimation compared

to the estimates using the full set of features or using the features selected by the

Lasso, SFS or decision tree based methods.
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3.3.1 Methods

3.3.1.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing

The same isometric dataset used for intra-subject force modelling is used here, where

we collected the HD-EMG from the elbow flexor muscles during isometric contractions

at three joint angles and two forearm postures, and the induced force at the wrist

was measured.

As described in Section 3.1.4, 21 filtered, differential EMG signals were obtained,

and 3 seconds of data during which the force was constant were extracted for each

force level of each trial. These EMG data were normalized with respect to the mean of

the EMG at 50% MVC. The normalized EMG signals were then segmented for inter-

subject modelling, where the segment length was 150 ms with an overlap of half of

the segment length. This resulted in a total of 10500 segments for all the participants

and experimental conditions (three elbow joint angles and two forearm postures).

The details of splitting these segments into training, validation, and holdout test sets

are explained in Section 3.3.1.6. The segmented EMGs were subsequently used to

extract time- and frequency-domain features.

3.3.1.2 Feature Extraction

We extracted 16 time- and frequency-domain features from the segmented EMG sig-

nals. Features were extracted from the 7 differential channels of each muscle resulting

in 336 features (16 (features) × 7 (channels) × 3 (muscles) = 336) for each segment.

Time domain features are quick and easy to implement, since there is no need for

any transformation to extract features. Extracted features from the raw, time-domain

EMG signal were: integrated EMG (IEMG), zero crossing (ZC), Waveform length
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(WL), histogram of EMG (hist) (we used 3 features provided by hist: maximum hist

value, the hist amplitude at bin number 4, and the bin at which the maximum hist

value occurs), skewness and kurtosis [86, 100].

The LE of the acquired EMG signals from each channel were obtained by full-

wave rectification and smoothing of the signals with a 100 point moving average

filter (about 49 ms). Then the mean, median, maximum, standard deviation, and

PCA coefficients were extracted, from the LE, as features. PCA was applied to the

segment AEs of the differential EMG signals and the coefficients of the first PC of

each segment were used as features. We used this method for feature extraction

because PCA is a technique for decomposing high-dimensional data into a set of

linearly independent components, by projecting the data from the high-dimensional

space onto a lower dimensional space, retaining the maximum amount of information

while performing dimensionality reduction [62]; the first PC’s coefficients represent

the maximum information of the PCA.

We also extracted three features from the differential EMG in the frequency do-

main: the mean frequency (MNF), the mean of the power spectral density (MNP),

and the coefficient of the first PC of PCA of the frequency domain EMG signals.

The frequency domain features were extracted from the FFTs of each segment of the

raw, differential EMG signals. To compute the frequency domain PCA features, the

magnitudes of the FFT’s were calculated and PCA was applied. The coefficients of

the first PC, which represent the maximum variance of the data in the frequency

domain, were used as features.
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The equations used for computing IEMG, ZC, WL, MNF, and MNP are:

IEMG =
N∑
i=1

|Xi|, (3.7)

ZC =
N−1∑
i=1

I(xi × xi+1), I(x) =


1 x < 0

0 otherwise

, (3.8)

WL =
N−1∑
i=1

|Xi+1 −Xi|, (3.9)

MNF =

∑M
j=1(fj × Pj)∑M

j=1 Pj
, (3.10)

MNP =

∑M
j=1 Pj

M
, (3.11)

where Xi is the segmented EMG, N denotes the length of the EMG signal in that

segment, and M is length of the frequency bin.

3.3.1.3 Modified Sequential Feature Selection

Feature extraction is an important process in machine learning in order to get the

useful information embedded in the input signals. Although, generally, more features

can capture more detail from the input and result in better model performance, but

they can also lead to overfitting. Therefore, there should be a trade-off between

the number of features and model performance, where using feature selection can

be considered as an essential step to reduce the redundancy and dimensionality to

further enhance the model’s performance. Many studies have been conducted to

select appropriate features to improve EMG classification accuracy, but there are few
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studies on feature selection to improve force modelling accuracy which is a regression

problem.

Our feature set contains 16 features extracted from 7 channels of surface EMG

recorded from the long and short head of the biceps brachii, and the brachioradialis

which results in a total of 336 features for force estimation modelling. With 336

features, obtaining the best set of features with an exhaustive search among all the

possible combinations in the feature space is virtually impossible (2336 searches).

Therefore, developing a cost-effective algorithm for feature selection is important.

Our proposed feature selection method, called modified sequential feature selection

(MSFS) is designed to reduce the dimensionality of the feature set as well as improve

the accuracy of force estimation by removing the redundant features. In this method,

if one of the 16 features is selected, it will be used for all 7 channels and 3 muscles.

The selection procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

This algorithm is based on a forward feature selection algorithm, which we tweaked

the stopping criterion to better fit our problem. We observed that the usual stopping

criterion i.e., stopping the feature selection when adding an extra feature increases

the error, is not the best approach and will result in immature stopping. There are

cases where by adding a feature, the overall error will increase, however, adding an

additional feature would improve the error considerably. Thus, we implemented a

two-step stopping criterion. In Algorithm 1, lines 2-4 define the variables we use for

the stopping criterion. Lines 6-9 compute the 5-fold errors for the combination of the

previously selected features with each of the remaining features in the feature set.

In lines 10-18, we check whether there is an increase in overall 5-fold error in two

consecutive steps and if this is the case we stop the while loop. Otherwise, we add
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Algorithm 1 Feature Selection

Input: set of features: feature set
Output: set of selected features: selected features

1: selected features = ∅
2: min errn−2 = 0 . min error of two iterations before
3: min errn−1 = 0 . min error of previous iteration
4: min errn = 0 . min error of current iteration
5: while feature set 6= ∅ do
6: errs = [ ] . errors due to the features selected in this iteration
7: for all feature in feature set do
8: current features = selected features ∪

feature
9: current err = 5-fold errs of current features

10: errs.append(mean(current err))
11: end for
12: min errn−2 = min errn−1

13: min errn−1 = min errn
14: min errn = min of errs
15: feature∗ = feature with min errs
16: d1 = min errn −min errn−1

17: d2 = min errn−1 −min errn−2

18: if d1 + d2 > 0 then
19: break
20: end if
21: selected features = selected features ∪ feature∗
22: feature set = feature set \ feature∗
23: end while
24: return selected features

the feature that resulted in the least 5-fold error to the selected feature set, remove

that feature from the feature set, and repeat the while loop (line 19-20).

3.3.1.4 Comparison with Other Feature Selection Methods

We compared the performance of three other feature selection methods, namely SFS,

Lasso, and tree-based feature selection, with our MSFS method.
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Sequential Forward Selection: The SFS algorithm employs an iterative search

method. First, it selects the feature that produces the minimum error. Then features

that give the minimum error in combination with the previously chosen features are

added to the selected set. The algorithm terminates when the error does not decrease

by adding further features. SFS has been used as a common method to select a subset

of features and reduce the dimensionality of the feature set [101, 102, 103].

Lasso for Feature Selection: The Lasso method gives a useful set of selected

predictors, so that for the correlated features, Lasso will choose a predictor based

on its performance. Lasso applies penalty factors to the features to determine which

features are retained and which ones should be removed (by assigning coefficients of

zero to them) [104, 105].The Lasso regularization method was applied to our HD-EMG

signals to select a subset of features suitable for force estimation.

For a given value of λ, a non-negative parameter, Lasso solves the following equa-

tion:

minβ(
1

2N

N∑
i=1

(yi − xTi β)2 + λ

p∑
j=1

|βj|), (3.12)

where N is the number of observations, yi is the response at observation i and xi

is the input data (feature set), a vector of length p at observation i, and β is the

coefficients.

Lasso minimizes Equation 3.12, so that the second terms (model coefficients) are

driven towards zero based on a tuning parameter (λ), which means that the variables

(features) drop out of the model, making Lasso an appropriate method for feature

selection.

We identified redundant features by using 5 fold cross-validation. We used the
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λ values corresponding to the minimum cross-validated mean squared error (min

MSE) and within one standard error (SE) of min MSE. Lasso returned 246 variables

(features with non-zero coefficients) for the λ value corresponding to the min MSE,

and 176 for the λ corresponding to one SE of min MSE.

Tree-based Selection: In feature selection using decision trees, first the force is

estimated by an ensemble tree model and then features are selected based on their

importance. We estimated a feature’s importance by summing the changes in the

mean squared error due to splits on every predictor and dividing the sum by the

number of branch nodes. Having ranked the features based on their importance, we

selected the features in the top 25th percentile for force modelling, where 85 features

were selected for each experimental condition.

3.3.1.5 Force Modelling

We used a BTE method for EMG-based force estimation, and we compared our

results with other methods, namely decision tree, linear regression, linear support

vector machine (SVM), polynomial SVM, and radial base function SVM.

In general, ensemble learning is a technique where multiple models (often called

weak learners or base models) are trained to solve the same problem and combined

to get better results. The main hypothesis is that when weak models are correctly

combined, the combined model is more accurate and robust. Base models often have

a high bias and/or variance; thus the ensemble methods try to reduce the bias and/or

variance of the weak learners by combining several of them together to create a strong

learner (or ensemble model) that achieves better performance. Here, the bagging

method was used as an ensemble approach, to reduce the variance of a decision
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tree. Bagging (Bootstrap aggregation) uses bootstrap replicates of the training set

to train several learners and produces an output by averaging the predictions of all

those learners. Bagging is employed to reduce the variance and avoid overfitting of

a learning method. For building a BTE model, the number of trees and number

of splits for each tree are tuned as the main hyper-parameters. We have developed

different models to investigate the effects of these parameters on the force modelling

and to develop a model with appropriate generalization performance, while avoiding

overfitting.

The decision tree algorithm does not make any strong assumptions, such as lin-

early separable classes; instead it tends to find structures that explain the training

set. For linear regression, we assume that there is linear or near linear relationship

between variables. The SVM is a kernel-based approach which has been widely used

in machine learning tasks involving classification and regression. An SVM builds an

optimal separating hyperplane in a high-dimensional feature space of training data

that are mapped using a nonlinear kernel function. A (linear) SVM creates a hyper-

plane(s) with the largest distance(s) to the nearest training-data point of any class.

SVMs are very powerful tools for classification/regression. In some cases where it is

not possible to separate training data points by a hyperplane, kernels must be used.

Polynomial SVM, uses a polynomial kernel to deal with data sets that are not lin-

early separable. We also used the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel for SVM, as

it enables nonlinear mapping for the input data, suggested by [106].
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3.3.1.6 Model Training and Evaluation

EMG and force data are recorded from 13 subjects. To develop a generalized model,

features extracted from the EMG signals acquired from all subjects are used as inputs

to the model to estimate the induced force at the wrist, at the different joint angles and

forearm postures. The dataset was randomly split into train, validation, and holdout

test sets. First, 10% of data was set aside as the holdout test set (independent test set

from the train and validation), which contains totally unseen recordings from those

in the train and validation sets. Next, 5-fold cross-validation was used with the train

and validation sets, in order to tune the hyper-parameters and find the best model for

our dataset, as explained in [107]. Examples of tuned parameters include the number

of trees and splits for BTE models, features selected, and model selected. Finally, the

holdout test set was used to evaluate the performance of the selected model on the

independent data.

%NMSE is used as the evaluation metric in the validation process. Statistical

analysis is performed to determine which feature selection method offers the best

isometric force estimation. We used the non-parametric Friedman test, which is

similar to the parametric repeated measures ANOVA to compare the %NMSE values

across methods, since the %NMSE distribution was not normal. The null hypothesis

is that each method is drawn from the same distribution. The null hypothesis is

rejected when the p-value is below the critical value α = 0.05. If the null-hypothesis

is rejected, Nemenyi post-hoc testing was used to perform post-hoc pairwise multiple

comparisons to determine which pairs are significantly different.
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3.3.2 Results and Discussion

We used 16 time and frequency domain features extracted from 7 EMG channels

per muscle at 3 muscle locations, for 3 different joint angles and 2 forearm postures

during isometric contractions. These features are used as inputs to the BTE model

to estimate the force induced at the wrist. Force estimation results of the ensemble

model are compared with results of models developed using other machine learning

techniques. Then, our feature selection approach, MSFS, is applied to the ensemble

model and the results are compared with other feature selection methods. Finally,

data recorded from all subjects, and under all experimental conditions, are combined

and used as input to the ensemble model to develop a generalized, inter-subject model.

3.3.2.1 Model Selection for Bagged Tree Ensemble (BTE)

Accurate BTE models for EMG-based force estimation that generalize well across

subjects for different experimental conditions are developed. The base-learner of this

model was a tree with leaf size of 5 and node (parent) size of 5. Then, the ensemble

model is constructed using a number of trees, where we investigated the effects of two

important hyper-parameters, namely the number of trees and the number of splits

for trees, on the model’s performance. We increased the number of trees from 5 to 40

in increments of 5, and the number of splits ranged from 5 to 320, where the number

is doubled for each succeeding step. This resulted in 8 (the number of trees) × 7 (the

number of splits) = 56 models per each experimental condition (elbow joint angle

and forearm posture).

The effects of number of trees and splits on the model’s performance are shown in

Figures 3.5 and 3.6, where the results have been shown as the mean and SD (one side)
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of %NMSE values averaged across 5-folds for each experimental condition. Figure 3.5

shows the results for using different numbers of trees for 160 splits. Based on the trend

in the training and validation errors, shown in Figure 3.5, 20 trees for the ensemble

model is sufficient, since in general fewer than 20 trees results in higher error while

more than 20 does not improve the model performance.

Figure 3.6 shows the impact of the number of splits on the model accuracy, where

the number of trees is 20. Training and validation errors are reduced with increasing

numbers of splits, for all experimental conditions. However, increasing the number

of splits can cause over-fitting in the model, where the training error continues to

decrease but the validation error starts increasing. We chose models with 160 splits,

except for the 90 degree, supinated posture, where we chose the model with 80 splits

(since this resulted in lower error without over-fitting) for the further analysis. Details

of the analysis to find the appropriate number of trees and splits, for all experimental

conditions, are shown in Appendix A. The result indicates that the impact of in-

creasing the number of splits in force modelling improvement is more than increasing

the number of trees. However, selecting the number of trees and split should be a

trade-off between the model’s complexity and its performance.

3.3.2.2 Comparison with Other Machine Learning Techniques

The extracted features from EMG signals are used as inputs to several machine learn-

ing methods to estimate force, and the results are compared with the results from

the BTE models for the different experimental conditions. The %NMSE results are

presented in Table 3.3. The non-linear modelling approach (BTE) gave better per-

formance in EMG-based force estimation, than the linear methods tested, as this
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Figure 3.5: The mean %NMSE values, with the shading denoting single sided SD,
using 160 splits, with different numbers of tree at 60 90, and 120 degree
elbow joint angles, neutral (N) and supinated (S) postures.
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Figure 3.6: The mean %NMSE values, with the shading denoting single sided SD,
using 20 trees, with different numbers of split at 60 90, and 120 degree
elbow joint angles, neutral (N) and supinated (S) postures.
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Table 3.3: Mean and SD of the %NMSE values for the different algorithms used to
estimate force, using all extracted features, for the different experimental
conditions, for the validation and holdout test set. BTE: bagged tree en-
semble, SVM (RBF): SVM with radial base function kernel, SVM (Poly.):
SVM with polynomial kernel, SVM (Lin.): SVM with linear kernel, and
LR: linear regression.

BTE Decision Tree SVM (RBF) SVM (Poly.) SVM (Lin.) LR

Validation
60N 1.31±4.37 2.89±8.08 2.95±4.98 3.78±4.64 4.60±5.80 5.26±11.58
90N 1.27±4.16 2.54±5.32 2.33±4.28 2.84±4.87 3.58±5.30 4.10±9.10
120N 1.33±4.25 3.69±8.21 3.78±5.64 3.96±7.54 4.45±10.87 5.69±15.14
60S 1.62±7.56 2.36±11.20 2.04±11.90 2.38±12.47 3.70±13.55 6.23±16.29
90S 2.24±8.19 3.65±12.73 3.67±9.70 7.80±8.30 10.20±12.90 12.61±16.80
120S 1.45±5.90 3.45±6.32 2.64±6.53 4.67±7.92 5.21±10.84 6.32±10.90

Holdout Test
60N 1.68±4.92 3.26±12.46 3.86±4.36 4.55±7.92 8.39±5.52 7.69±17.29
90N 1.41±3.47 5.18±9.45 3.66±8.36 3.45±6.61 5.27±12.36 5.79±8.51
120N 1.50±4.13 3.74±7.56 4.30±11.85 4.27±9.44 4.75±9.72 7.04±19.08
60S 2.28±3.63 3.13±11.45 3.17±9.75 5.01±6.71 4.36±8.48 9.08±32.75
90S 3.16±5.54 7.29±25.13 4.74±5.46 8.37±4.74 22.13±32.25 16.60±32.41
120S 1.75±5.66 5.16±10.22 3.18±7.34 6.45±10.80 6.66±21.92 11.09±6.97

method is better able to capture the non-linear relationship between the EMG sig-

nal and force. Therefore, the BTE model was selected for further feature selection

analysis.

3.3.2.3 Feature Selection Effects

MSFS was used to select a subset of features (MSFSF) to reduce the feature space

dimensionality, and the effects on EMG-based force estimation are investigated. Ta-

ble 3.4 shows the most frequently selected features under the different experimental

conditions. Only nine out of the sixteen features were selected. The mean and median

of the smoothed-rectified EMG were the most selected features (they were selected

for all conditions except for 90S and 120S), while, kurtosis, Max-EMG, and IEMG

were only selected once.
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Table 3.4: Frequently selected features for the different experimental conditions. 60,
90, and 120 are the elbow joint angles, N and S represent neutral and
supinated posture.

Conditions
Selected Feature 60N 90N 120N 60S 90S 120S

Mean X X X X X
Median X X X X X
PCA-CoeffFreq X X X X
Histbin4 X X X
MNP X X
BinMaxhist X X
Kurtsis X
Max-EMG X
IEMG X

We expanded the MSFS to select features and channels simultaneously to deal with

the correlated and redundant information across the 7 differential channels recorded

from each muscle. Thus, in this approach, the algorithm considers 16 (features)

×7 (channels) = 112 inputs, selecting the feature-channel combination (MSFSFCH).

Similarly, since we recorded EMG from 3 muscles, we can reduce the feature set

dimensionality further by selecting muscles along with the features and channels where

the input of the model is 112× 3 = 336 (MSFSFCHM).

The modelling results of all our approaches for feature selection are given in Table

3.5, where the best result is shown in bold. Statistical analysis was done using the

Friedman non-parametric test; a p-value of 0.0016 indicates a significant difference

among the methods. In order to know which methods are significantly different, the

Nemenyi post-hoc test is used for pair-wised comparison.

The pair-wised comparison results obtained by the Nemenyi test indicate that

there is a significant difference between using the full feature set and MSFSF. There-

fore, it is concluded that the MSFS algorithm not only reduces the number of used
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features, but also significantly improves force estimation. Although there are no sig-

nificant differences between the full-set and either of the MSFSFCH and MSFSFCHM

methods, these approaches reduce the dimensionality even further compared to the

MSFSF, while the modelling performance is not diminished.

The MSFS results illustrate the capacity of feature selection to not only reduce

the dimensionality of the feature space and the model input, but also to improve

the force estimation accuracy in EMG force modelling. The lowest dimensionality

reduction (62.5%) occurred when MSFS selected 6 features for 90N and 120N; the

model inputs were reduced from 336 to 126 features. For all other conditions only 3

features were selected resulting in a dimensionality reduction of 81.25%. MSFSFCH

and MSFSFCHM are able to reduce the average number of features from 336 to 18 and

8 respectively, but %NSME is not improved significantly compared to the full set.

The reason that MSFSFCHM did not perform as well as MSFSF could be that it is

important to consider the contributions from all primary muscles for elbow flexion to

reliably estimate the force. Additionally, it is computationally expensive to find the

reduced feature set for MSFSFCHM since all 336 feature/channel/muscle combinations

must be tested. In summary, an appropriate feature selection algorithm, such as the

MSFSF, which retains the most relevant information can improve the EMG-based

force model’s performance.

3.3.2.4 Comparison with Other Feature Selection Methods

Our feature selection algorithm is compared with some common feature selection

methods; SFS, Lasso, and tree-based feature selection. First, we compared the MSFS

algorithm with SFS, where features (SFSF), feature-channel combinations (SFSFCH),
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the mean and SD of the %NMSE values for the validation
set, for different experimental conditions, 60, 90, and 120 elbow joint angles
and two forearm postures (N and S represent neutral and supinated pos-
ture), using MSFSF, MSFSFCH, and MSFSFCHM, SFSF, SFSFCH, SFSFCHM,
LassoMSE, LassoSE, and tree-based selection vs the full-set of features (All
Feat.). Avg. is the %NMSE values averaged across the three joint angles
and two forearm postures.

60N 90N 120N 60S 90S 120S Avg.

All Feat. 1.31±4.37 1.27±4.16 1.33±4.25 1.62±7.56 2.24±8.19 1.45±5.90 1.54±5.96
MSFSF 1.15±3.84 1.13±3.23 1.07±3.10 1.33±6.66 1.64±6.78 1.21±3.45 1.25±4.77
MSFSFCH 1.33±4.00 1.22±3.36 1.27±3.56 1.21±5.02 1.64±5.99 1.31±3.63 1.33±4.36
MSFSFCHM 1.51±4.14 1.86±2.18 1.59±5.35 1.56±4.30 2.15±4.38 1.42±4.10 1.68±4.18
SFSF 1.53±4.67 2.19±3.04 1.41±4.96 1.84±6.28 1.59±7.11 1.82±6.96 1.73±5.68
SFSFCH 1.74±5.60 2.25±4.35 1.98±2.89 1.96±7.53 2.09±6.82 1.87±6.45 1.97±5.82
SFSFCHM 1.69±4.79 2.68±3.45 1.69±3.73 2.04±6.56 2.38±6.69 2.17±6.40 2.11±4.84
LassoMSE 1.47±5.22 1.71±3.83 1.62±4.32 1.58±7.58 3.17±17.50 2.40±9.89 1.99±9.33
LassoSE 1.44±4.68 1.91±4.91 2.05±7.42 1.80±7.74 2.32±7.72 2.35±8.32 1.98±6.95
Tree 1.75±8.01 1.43±4.05 1.82±6.33 1.73±9.69 2.64±23.25 1.67±5.25 1.85±11.42

and feature channel and muscle combinations (SFSFCHM) are selected, using the same

procedure as with MSFS. Here, the numbers of selected features were lower than

MSFS because of the stopping criterion of the SFS algorithm.

The comparison results between SFS, and the full set are shown in Table 3.5 for

all experimental conditions. SFS does not improve force modelling compared to the

full set, since in almost all cases, its %NMSE is higher than the full set, while it

is not statistically different than the full set, except for SFSFCHM. Also, our results

show that MSFSF is significantly better than SFS methods in terms of improving

force modelling performance. Thus, based on our results, we found that the usual

stopping criterion used by SFS is not the best approach for feature selection in terms

of improving the force estimation.

Lasso is also employed for feature selection, where we considered two approaches:

using the features in the model that correspond to the minimum cross-validated MSE
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(LassoMSE) and using the features in the sparsest model within one SE of the mini-

mum MSE (LassoSE). As mentioned in Section 3.3.1.4 Lasso for λ1 and λ2 yields 246

and 176 features, respectively. Both Lasso approaches are not significantly different

than using the full set, since p-values are greater than 0.05 for pair-wise comparison

between the full set and (LassoMSE) and (LassoSE). Although using Lasso approaches

for feature selection reduced the dimensionality of the feature set, force estimation ac-

curacy was not improved compared to using the full set or MSFSF, since the %NMSE

values are higher, as shown in Table 3.5.

In terms of tree-based feature selection, the top 25th percentile of the ranked

features were selected based on their importance. Although this method resulted

in reduced feature space dimensionality, reducing the number of features from 336

to 85, the force modelling performance did not improve significantly compared to

the full set. Additionally, MSFSF outperforms the tree-based method significantly.

As a result, our proposed MSFS algorithm is an efficient method to find appropriate

features to improve force modelling performance and reduce dimensionality compared

to the other tested methods, since MSFSF is significantly better than other feature

selection methods and using full set of features in terms of improved force modelling.

3.3.2.5 Effect of Joint Angle and Forearm Posture on Force Modelling

Since the EMG signal is affected by joint angle and forearm posture, which can

consequently impact the EMG-based force estimation, we investigated the effects of

joint angle and forearm posture on force modelling performance. As shown in Table

3.3 for the full feature set, different %NMSE values were obtained for different joint

angles and forearm postures, but the values were not significantly different (for all
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cases p > 0.05), using BTE model.

3.3.2.6 Data Incorporation (Generalization of the Model)

Since there are no effects of joint angle and forearm posture on the force modelling

accuracy, we developed a more generalized force estimation model, grouping all data

from different joint angles and forearm postures. We used the full feature set (336

extracted features from 7 channels and 3 muscles), as an input to the model, where

all the models previously tested are evaluated here. The number of trees and splits

for the BTE models were again investigated. The impacts of increasing the number

of trees for the same number of splits (320), and of increasing the number of splits

for the same number of trees (20) are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Clearly, as the

number of splits is increased, the mean and standard deviation of %NMSE values

for train and validation are greatly reduced, while the maximum number of splits to

consider is number of features - 1. The details on the model development for the

combination of all data are shown in Appendix A. We selected the model with 20

trees and 320 splits to use for the feature selection analysis.

The BTE method is compared with the other methods and achieved the best

performance as shown in Table ??. In comparison with the Table 3.3, the %NMSE

values increased from 1.54 ± 5.96 (averaged across all experimental conditions) to

2.98 ± 15.47, using all recorded data together. This could be because the model is

using combined data recorded under all experimental conditions.

The BTE method is compared with the other methods and achieved higher per-

formance as shown in Table 3.6 for both validation and holdout sets. We also did

the feature selection for this combined dataset, using the BTE model, where we used
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Figure 3.7: The mean %NMSE values vs. number of trees, where 320 splits have been
used. The shading denotes single sided SD values.
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Figure 3.8: The mean %NMSE values vs. number of splits, where 20 trees have been
used. The shading denotes single sided SD values.
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Table 3.6: Mean and SD of the %NMSE values for the different algorithms used to
estimate force, using all extracted features, for incorporated data from dif-
ferent experimental conditions. BTE: bagged tree ensemble, SVM (RBF):
SVM with radial base function kernel, SVM (Poly.): SVM with polynomial
kernel, SVM (Lin.): SVM with linear kernel, and LR: linear regression, for
validation and holdout test sets.

BTE Decision Tree SVM (RBF) SVM (Poly.) SVM (Lin.) LR

Validation 2.98±15.47 5.41±15.90 5.56±15.99 8.78±25.44 14.99±29.10 15.45±38.12
Holdout Test 5.65±16.24 7.89±21.70 8.12±22.25 11.43±23.37 19.27±34.04 21.60±43.82

the MSFS algorithm to select features, for different selection approaches: MSFSF,

MSFSFCH, and MSFSFCHM. We also compared the MSFS with the other feature

selection methods: SFSF, SFSFCH, SFSFCHM, LassoMSE, LassoSE, and tree-based se-

lection. The feature selection results are shown in Table 3.7, where the MSFSF got the

lowest %NMSE compared to other cases. Statistical analysis confirmed that MSFSF

significantly improved the force modelling compared to using the full-set of features

(p = 0.039). The pair-wised comparison between different feature selection meth-

ods shows that only these methods are statistically different (All Feat., MSFSF, p

= 0.039), (MSFSF, MSFSFCHM, p = 0.046), (All Feat., SFSF, p = 0.035), (MSFSF,

SFSFCHM, p = 0.016), and (MSFSFCH, SFSFCHM, p = 0.047).

Table 3.7: Mean and SD of the %NMSE values for the validation set, for the different
algorithms used for feature selection compared to the full-set of features.

All Feat. MSFSF MSFSFCH MSFSFCHM Tree
2.98±15.47 1.79±8.80 2.02±8.25 2.10±8.34 3.21±12.04

SFSF SFSFCH SFSFCHM LassoMSE LassoSE

2.94±8.50 3.15±8.35 3.46±8.64 4.69±16.96 4.64±13.54

For combining all the recorded data from different experimental conditions, the

proposed MSFS algorithm was able to not only reduce the dimensionality, but also
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improved the force estimation accuracy significantly, while no other feature selection

strategy that was tried (including MSFSFCH, MSFSFCHM, SFS, Lasso, and tree-based

feature selection) significantly improved the force modelling accuracy. Therefore, the

MSFS algorithm outperforms other feature selection approaches, where the %NMSE

value for the BTE model using the selected features by MSFSF was 3.83 ± 10.31 on

the holdout test set to evaluate the performance of our model. As a result, using a

non-linear approach such as BTE method, has a potential to accurately estimate force

across subjects, where for machine learning approaches feature extraction is required.

Additionally, as shown here, an effective feature selection algorithm can improve the

model’s performance, while reducing the dimensionality.

3.4 Deep Learning for Inter-subject Modelling

The machine learning approaches for EMG-based force modelling require feature ex-

traction and the model’s performance is highly dependent on the extracted features.

The feature extraction process takes time and effort, and feature selection is needed

to avoid redundancy in the feature set, and get features which contain useful discrim-

inatory information. The learning algorithms which are independent of hand-crafted

features, such as deep learning methods, learn representations of data by themselves

and extract useful information to conduct a prediction task [60, 81, 82, 87, 76, 88].

Also, deep learning approaches have shown promising results in finding non-linear

complex relationships between data which makes them suitable for inter-subject force

modelling. The convolutional neural network (CNN), is one of the most popular deep

learning architectures, due to its capability to learn features from high-dimensional

raw data. CNN can perform classification or regression from high-dimensional raw
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data.

In addition, much existing work on EMG-based force estimation is focused solely

on EMG amplitude, whether through hand-crafted features (in classical methods)

[29, 28, 30, 21, 31, 32] or learned representations (deep learning methods) [60]. How-

ever, it has been shown that valuable information regarding muscle force generation is

present in the EMG frequency domain. Significant positive correlations between the

mean frequency of the power spectrum of the EMG (MNP) and the generated muscle

force have been found [78]. Few other studies have used frequency information from

EMG for force modelling [73]. We extracted frequency domain features from EMG

signals (described in Section 3.3), where the MNP, and the coefficient of the first PC

of PCA in the frequency domain are among the most widely selected features selected

by MSFSF. Methods for estimating muscle force that incorporate both time and fre-

quency domain representations of EMG have the potential to achieve comprehensive

solutions for EMG-based force estimation.

In this section, we look at the applicability of using CNN to estimate force based on

raw EMG data, where we develop an inter-subject force prediction model. We also use

EMG signal in the frequency domain to investigate its force modelling performance

and compare with time domain force estimation. We compare the performance of

these two models with force modelling using EMG in both the time and frequency

domains as inputs to the model. Finally, results of the deep learning models will be

compared with the BTE developed in the previous section.
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3.4.1 Methods

3.4.1.1 Pre-processing

The obtained differential, band-pass filtered HD-EMG signals described in Section

3.1.4, were normalized with respect to the mean of the EMG at 50% MVC, while the

force data were not normalized. The normalized EMG signals were then segmented,

where the segment length was 150 ms, while the overlap of half of the segment length

was considered. This segmented time domain EMG signal is used as an input to the

CNN model. The PSDs of the EMG signals were calculated using Welch’s method

applied on the segmented EMG signal, and these were used as the frequency domain

inputs to the CNN models.

3.4.1.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

CNNs are extensions of standard neural networks. While originally proposed for

analysis of image and video data, today they are used in a variety of different problem

domains related to biological signals [108, 82]. CNNs are capable of dealing with high-

dimensional raw data, with no need for feature extraction, as they learn from the

training data to extract the necessary features. CNNs are generally made of several

types of layers, where the main components are convolutional and pooling layers. The

convolutional layer computes the convolution of the input data and a set of filters,

so that convolutions are executed by sliding the kernel (filter or feature detector)

over the dimensions of input data. In each convolution layer, each neuron receives

inputs only from its receptive field (its own feature maps) in the previous layer which

substantially reduces the number of parameters and allows for the convolutional layers

to be applied to large data. Then, the output goes through a nonlinear activation
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function (such as a sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, or rectified linear unit (ReLU)),

where the required non-linearity will be added to the model.

In the first convolutional layer, the input is convolved with a set of R kernels

(filters), followed by the addition of the bias terms. Next, the output will go through

the activation function, where the nonlinearity may be added (ReLU was used as an

activation function here) and feature maps are produced by:

FMr = g(
∑
r

(xi ∗Kr + br), (3.13)

where

g(x) = max(x, 0). (3.14)

Equation 3.13 shows the output of first convolutional layer, where FMr denotes

the produced feature maps after the ReLU activation, which usually feed into the

pooling layer and other convolutional layers, xi is the input data to the layer (pre-

processed EMG data in the time and/or frequency domain); Kr is the r -th convolution

kernel (with dimension m×m) and br is the bias term for r = 1, ..., R. Asterisk (*)

denotes the convolution operation. A convolutional layer is usually followed by a

pooling layer, a non-learnable layer, which performs sub-sampling on the feature

maps. Maximum or average pooling is usually applied to summarize the activation

outputs within a rectangular neighborhood with a maximum or an averaged value,

to reduce the dimensionality of the feature map and decrease computation, and to

help avoid overfitting. Fully connected layers (dense layers) are often used after

several convolution and pooling layers, where, each neuron of the fully connected

layers receives input from all neurons of the previous layer. The final layer is the loss
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layer which determines how training is performed by minimizing the error between

the predicted and true values, for classification or regression problems. The general

architecture of the CNN model is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: The general architecture of CNN model.

The CNN models developed herein, consisted of an input layer, and convolutional

layers, with different numbers of filters, where all filters were 3 × 3 and each convo-

lution layer has ReLU as an activation function. No batch normalization was used.

Convolutional layers are usually followed by maximum pooling layer, maximum pool-

ing was conducted on 3 × 3 areas with a stride of 2, after some of the convolution

layers. Dropout regularization, proposed by Srivastava, et al. [109] for ANN and

deep learning models, was used as a simple and powerful regularization technique.

To avoid overfitting, L2 regularization was also used. After some convolution layers

and maximum pooling layers, a flatten layer was used, where a two-dimensional ex-

tracted features matrix from EMG signals was transformed into a vector that was fed

into a fully connected (dense) layer with 128 neurons and consequently to the final

layer, called a regression layer to estimate the generated force. More details about

models developed for inter-subject force modelling will be discussed in the following

subsections.
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3.4.1.3 Inputs to CNN Models

Time Domain Inputs: The input layer of the CNN model is comprised of segmented

pre-processed EMG data, where the EMG signals acquired from 7 channels and 3

muscles. The segment duration was 150ms, which results in the segment length of

306. Then, each EMG segment was used as an input to the CNN model, where the

input shape was 306× 21.

Frequency Domain Inputs: Welch’s method is applied on the segmented EMG

signals to calculate the spectral power density. The PSDs of the EMG signals are

used as the input to the CNN model, where the input shape is 129×21, to investigate

the potential of using frequency domain information for force modelling.

Time and Frequency Domain Inputs: Then the time and frequency domain

information of the EMG signals are concatenated (input-level fusion) and used as an

input to the CNN model. In order to investigate the impact of using information

in both domains together on EMG-based force modelling. Figure 3.10 shows the

developed CNN models with different inputs.

Figure 3.10: The CNN models with EMG in different domains as an input, (a): raw
(time domain) EMG, (b): PSD of the EMG (frequency domain), and
(c): concatenated EMG in the time and frequency domains.
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3.4.1.4 Model Selection for CNN

To accurately estimate force, first a number of hyper-parameters of the CNN model

are explored and tuned to achieve the best results. Tuned hyper-parameters include:

number of convolutional layers, number of filters and their sizes for each convolutional

layer, batch normalization, activation function, batch size, number of training epochs,

and dropout rates. The number of convolutional layers and filters are very important

since they extract features from the input signals. First, we considered a CNN model

with one convolutional layer and increased the number of filters from 16 up to 128,

where the number of filters was doubled for each successive model. Then, we added

new convolutional layer to the model, following the rule that the number of filters at

each layer can be twice the previous layer [110], since there are numerous possibilities

to consider for the number of convolutional layers and filters. After, developing CNN

models with one convolutional layer, we considered 2 convolutional layers where for

each case (EMG in time and frequency as an input), these filter combinations are

considered; 16/32, 32/64, and 64/128. For adding a third layer, we selected the two

layer configuration with the minimum %NMSE, and added the third layer with a

number of filters either twice the previous layer or the same (in the case that the

64/128 configuration is selected from the two layer configurations). Finally, we stop

adding new convolutional layers when the model’s performance does not change that

much or stopped improving for the validation set, while the training error might

continue decreasing which could be due to the overfitting occurrence.
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3.4.1.5 Implementation and Criterion

We implemented our models and all the analysis, using Keras on Nvidia GTX 2080

Ti GPU. Training and evaluation of the proposed method are done in an inter-subject

manner. The dataset was divided similar to the described method in Section 3.3.1.6.

The effect of hyper-parameters such as the number of convolutional layers, number

of filters and their sizes for each convolutional layer, batch size, number of training

epochs, and dropout rates were investigated and tuned using 5-fold cross-validation

on the training/validation sets. These results were used to select the final model. The

performance of the finalized model was then evaluated on the 10% holdout test set,

and reported as our model performance.

3.4.2 Results and Discussion

Different CNN models were developed to investigate the effect of varying the number

of convolutional layers and filters on the model performance. As well, using time,

frequency and combined time and frequency domain EMG signals as input to the

models was investigated with the goal of finding an accurate model.

3.4.2.1 CNN for Raw EMG

The training and validation results for the developed CNN models for raw EMG data

in the time domain (CNNtime), are shown in Figure 3.11, where the best model is

shown in the pink box. Increasing the number of convolutional layers and filters

improved the modelling performance. Among the two convolutional layers configu-

rations, the 64/128 configuration got lower error compared to the 16/32 and 32/64.
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Thus, this configuration is selected to develop the three convolutional layers configu-

ration (64/128/128). Since the error decreased from 64/128, we added more convo-

lutional layers. After the 64/128/128/128/128 configuration, as the validation error

did not decrease, we stopped adding more layers and changing the filter configura-

tions. More details on the developed models (mean and SD of %NMSE value) are

presented in Appendix B. A max pooling layer is used after the second, forth, and

fifth convolution layers.
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Figure 3.11: The effect of the number of convolutional layers and filters on CNNtime.

3.4.2.2 CNN for Frequency Domain EMG

The training and validation results for the developed CNN models where the PSDs

of EMG signals are used as inputs (CNNfreq) are shown in Figure 3.12. The best

performance is achieved for2 convolutional layers with 64, and 128 filters respectively.

The details of the developed models’ performance are presented in Appendix B. Here,
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the max pooling layers are applied after each convolution layer.
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Figure 3.12: The effect of the number of convolutional layers and filters on CNNfreq.

3.4.2.3 CNN for Time and Frequency Domain EMG

Here, EMG signals in the time and frequency domains are combined and used as

inputs to the CNN models (CNNtime, freq) to estimate the force. The best performing

model has four convolutional layers with 64, 128, 128, and 128 filters respectively, as

shown in Figure 3.13, in the red box. The max pooling layers are implemented after

the second, and fourth convolutional layers for the selected model. The details of the

NMSE’s mean and SD for the developed models are presented in Appendix B.

Increasing the number of convolutional layers and filters, as important CNN model

hyper-parameters can improve the model’s performance. However, there is a trade-

off between the model complexity and performance. And, making the model more
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Figure 3.13: The effect of the number of convolutional layers and filters on
CNNtime, freq.

complex can cause over-fitting, since the model will be trained better on the train-

ing set, while it might not be able to generalize well on the new data. Thus, for

increasing numbers of convolutional layers and filters, when training errors continue

to decrease but validation errors stop improving is an indication that increasing the

model hyper-parameters beyond that point cannot enhance the model’s generaliza-

tion. Other solutions, such as getting more data for training, might help to improve

model performance.

Different numbers of convolutional layers were selected for the developed CNNtime

networks (5 layers), CNNfreq (2 layers), and CNNtime, freq (4 layers). In all cases,

the selected numbers of filters were highest numbers considered. The %NMSE val-

ues obtained for CNNtime, CNNfreq, and CNNtime, freq indicate the ability of CNN

architecture to extract force related information from EMG signals, while there is no
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need for feature extraction. Additionally, based on our results, using EMG in the

frequency domain has the potential to accurately estimate generated force during iso-

metric contractions, but CNNfreq results in a higher error than CNNtime. Although

CNNtime significantly improved the force modelling compared to the CNNfreq, the

improvement than CNNtime, freq is not significant.

3.4.2.4 Effect of Batch Size on Model Performance

The impact of batch size on the model performance for the selected models in all three

cases is investigated. The results are presented in Figure 3.14, where different batch

sizes (from 32 to 1024) for the validation set are considered (the number of epochs

is 150). More details on the obtained %NMSE values are presented in Appendix B.

As the batch size is increased, the model error increases. We selected a batch size of

128 for our models, since for values below that the model performance did not change

appreciably, while the training process was longer.

3.4.2.5 Effect of Epochs on Model Performance

The validation set results obtained for different number of epochs used for the selected

models in all cases are shown in Figure 3.15. The details for both training and vali-

dation sets are also presented in Appendix B. As the number of epochs increased, the

model gets more accurate. However, after 150 epochs, the %NMSE is not improving,

which indicates the model’s performance is approximately constant.

Thus, for all developed models, the selected batch size was 128 and the number of

epochs was selected to be 150. The selected dropout rate for all models was 0.5. The

models are trained with the adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) algorithm as an
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Figure 3.14: The effect of the number of batch sizes on CNN models in different
domains.
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Figure 3.15: The effect of the number of epochs on CNN models in different domains.
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optimizer to update the network weights during back-propagation since this optimizer

has been proven to be more efficient in computing the stochastic gradient problem

[111]. Some hyper-parameters are tuned for the Adam optimizer, such as learning

rate (lr) and exponential decay rates for the first and second movement estimates

(β1, and β2), where the values used for all models are, α = 0.001, β1 = 0.9, and

β2 = 0.999.

3.4.3 Comparison of CNN and Bagged Tree Ensemble Methods

We compared our two approaches for inter-subject EMG-based force modelling; classic

machine learning, where the best performance was obtained for the BTE method, and

deep learning, using CNN in which the best model was found for the time domain

EMG as input, with 5 convolutional layers. Mean and SD of %NMSE values for the

different algorithms are shown in Table 3.8, where the best performance is shown

in bold. The performance of the BTE model significantly improved when feature

selection was done using MSFS, such that its performance is not significantly different

from the CNN model. However, the CNN has the advantage that it can be applied

on the raw time domain EMG signals and extract relevant features, with no need for

hand-crafted feature extraction and feature selection. Therefore, the CNN model is

capable of learning the non-linear complex EMG-force relationship, and can be used

for reliable inter-subject muscle force estimation.

Statistical analysis showed that CNNtime is significantly better than BTE using all

the features and CNNfreq. It should be noted that CNNtime does not show significantly

better results compared to the BTE with the selected features (with MSFS). However,

CNNtime is still the better option since there is no need for feature extraction and
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Table 3.8: Comparison of %NMSE values (mean±SD) for the selected CNN models
using EMG in different domains and BTE method with all features and
the selected features, for validation and holdout test.

Models %NMSE (validation) %NMSE (holdout Test)

BTE (All Feat.) 2.98±15.47 5.65±16.24
BTE (selected features) 1.79±8.80 3.83±10.31
CNNtime 1.48±2.57 2.82±8.44
CNNfreq 2.87±8.40 6.04±12.03
CNNtime, freq 1.86±5.17 4.48±10.36

selection. Additionally, the CNNtime, freq obtains higher mean and SD values than

CNNtime (not statistically different), which indicates that adding frequency domain

information did not improve the force modelling performance for the input-level fusion

of EMG data. Nonetheless, we will explore other fusion strategies (e.g. feature-

level fusion) in Chapter 4 to further investigate the impact of incorporating EMG

information in both time and frequency domains.

3.5 Summary

Force modelling was done for intra- and inter-subject schemes, based on EMG signals

recorded from the long head and short head of biceps brachii, and the brachioradialis

using HD-EMG electrodes, during isometric elbow flexion, at three different elbow

joint angles and two forearm postures. For intra-subject force modelling, a non-

parametric FOS model was trained and evaluated. A novel channel selection method

was proposed to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, where subsets of 1, 2,

and 3 channels per muscle were selected. The experimental results show significant

improvement in force prediction using selected channels compared to using the full

dataset.
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A generalized model, where the data from all participants were considered for

force modelling (inter-subject modelling) was investigated. The BTE models (classic

machine learning technique) as well as CNN models (deep learning approaches) were

developed to map a relation between EMG signals and generated muscle force. These

methods are capable of finding non-linear, complex relationships among data, which is

needed for inter-subject force modelling, where the complexity of EMG-force relation

is higher than for intra-subject modelling, due to the variation among subjects. For

the classical machine learning approach, time and frequency domain features were ex-

tracted from the EMG signal. A feature selection method, MSFS, was then proposed,

which resulted in dimensionality reduction of the feature space, and improvement of

the modelling performance. Different CNN models were then developed using EMG

signals in the time, frequency, and time and frequency domains as inputs. Our results

indicated that even though the CNNtime results are not statistically better than BTE

with selected features, there are advantages to the CNNtime model since there is no

need for feature extraction and selection, and the model still performs well. This is

evidence of the ability of CNN to learn from the data and extract relevant features

for modelling. Therefore, the CNN modelling can be considered as an appropriate

method to map a non-linear relation between EMG signals and the generated muscle

force. The focus of this chapter was on the static (isometric) contractions. Dynamic

EMG-force modelling in intra and inter-subject schemes is examined in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Quasi-dynamic and Dynamic Force Modelling

4.1 Introduction

Accurate muscle force estimation is more complex during dynamic contractions com-

pared to static ones, since joint angles, force levels, muscle lengths, and movement

speeds can vary over time. Much of the existing work in the area of muscle force

estimation has been performed under static or quasi-static experimental conditions,

despite the fact that, during daily activities, most muscle force generation happens

during dynamic contractions. Dynamic muscle force generation and exertion exhibits

disparate limb motion that corresponds to the task being performed by the subject.

Accordingly, it has been shown that capturing and utilizing the motion associated

with dynamic force generation, for example in the form of kinematic data [5, 35], can

provide a rich source of information that can contribute to estimation of the gener-

ated force. Motion data has been used along with EMG for force estimation using

artificial neural networks [21, 112]. To monitor and characterize motion, a variety

of possible sensing/monitoring technologies can be used. In recent years, with the

widespread popularization of wearable devices, Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)
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(which often contain a triaxial accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) have

become the standard solution for low-cost motion monitoring. The notion of em-

ploying motion data along with EMG for upper arm muscle force estimation during

dynamic conditions, has been largely ignored, as the number of studies are still few.

To the best of our knowledge, only Oboe et al. [95] have performed force estimation

using EMG and IMU data. Preliminary results on estimating the weight lifted by a

human operator, using EMG and IMU data and a biarticular model of the arm, have

been reported. However, their model was not able to accurately estimate the weights

lifted by the participants [95].

In this chapter, we tackle the problem of muscle force estimation during dynamic

elbow flexion and extension. To this end, we use HD-surface EMG signals recorded

from the elbow flexor and extensor muscles along with motion data obtained from a

wearable IMU device mounted on the forearm. We designed a novel set of experiments

to collect EMG under quasi-dynamic (controlled force/or controlled velocity) and

dynamic (no control on force and velocity) conditions, along with IMU data, and

the exerted ground-truth force. To develop a robust, generalized, and end-to-end

solution, we propose the use of deep learning, in particular, an ensemble of CNNs to

learn from the EMG in both time and frequency domains as well as motion signals

in the time domain.

Ensemble learning methods use multiple learning algorithms which help achieve

better predictive performance compared to any of the individual models [113]. In

order to exploit the sources of information available through our experimental setup,

namely EMG and IMU, we propose to use an ensemble approach. Moreover, as

EMG often contains valuable information in both the time and frequency domains,
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we applied both domains to the ensemble. Although our results from Chapter 3

indicated that the combination of EMGtime and EMGfreq as an input (called input-

level fusion) to the CNN model did not improve the force estimation under isometric

conditions compared to using only EMGtime, in this chapter, we concatenated the

features extracted from the EMG in different domains to estimate the generated force

(feature level fusion). The results of our extensive experiments (both intra-subject

and inter-subject evaluation) show the robustness of our method in comparison to

other baseline methods as well as those in the literature.

Our key contributions in this chapter are as follows. We collected a new and

comprehensive dataset that contains EMG, IMU, and exerted force during a variety

of different quasi-dynamic and dynamic experimental conditions. We then proposed

a new solution based on a CNN ensemble model for muscle force estimation during

quasi-dynamic and dynamic contractions that exploits both time and frequency do-

main information to improve the performance. We evaluated an intra-subject model

as well as the more challenging inter-subject model. To the best of our knowledge,

our work is the first and only study to develop a generalized model for force estima-

tion under dynamic conditions and for both intra- and inter-subject conditions. Our

solution obtained accurate results in both evaluation schemes, outperforming other

methods in the field (which we re-implemented from the literature) and setting new

state-of-the-art values, demonstrating the effectiveness of our method in force esti-

mation. Additionally, this is the first time that both EMG and IMU data are used

for muscle force estimation in dynamic contractions. Our experiments showed that

adding the IMU data considerably contributes to the accuracy of the estimated force.

Some of the contents of this chapter have been published in [42, 43].
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4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Experimental Setup and Data Collection

The experiments were conducted in the Queen’s University Human Mobility Research

Lab, at Hotel Dieu Hospital, Kingston, Canada. Sixteen healthy participants, 8

females and 8 males, with an average age of age 26±9 years, were recruited for

this study. The experimental procedures were approved by the Health Sciences and

Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board (HSREB) of Queen’s University.

Participants provided informed consent before participating in the experiment.

The Biodex (model 840-000) [114], is a multi-joint device which can be used to

study the human musculoskeletal system, was utilized in this study. The Biodex

controlled the motion of the arm, while measuring the elbow joint angle, speed of

movement, and generated torque. The Biodex was set up for elbow flexion and

extension of the right arm, as shown in Figure 4.1. The experimental protocol included

three specific dynamic motions, isotonic-nonisokinetic, isokinetic-non-isotonic, and

fully dynamic, for which the Biodex isotonic mode, passive mode, and isokinetic mode

were used respectively. Participants were seated and the arm was held in place at the

elbow with a cushion under the elbow (for comfort and to stabilize the elbow), while

they were instructed to hold the Biodex handle (specific Biodex attachment for elbow

flexion/extension), which fully supported the arm. Before starting the experiment,

the elbow flexion/extension range of motion (ROM) was recorded. Flexion ROM was

defined as the range from a 90 degree elbow joint angle to the point of maximal flexion.

Extension ROM was defined as the range from maximal flexion to the 90 degree joint

angle. The ROM was re-recorded at the beginning of each experimental condition

with the goal of keeping it constant during the experiment for each individual. The
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Figure 4.1: The experimental setup is presented.

ROM was different among subjects, based on the bulk of the biceps muscles, which

affects how much a participant could flex the elbow. The ROM among subjects was

in the range of 74 to 86 degrees.

Participants performed a series of flexions followed by extensions. A series of

maximum isometric voluntary contractions (MVCs) were done for the elbow flexion

and extension at the 90 deg the elbow joint angle, where the MVC contraction was

held for 5 seconds and repeated 3 times for flexion and extension. Next, we used

the Biodex to define the contractions, which were performed by the participants. For

the isotonic contraction, the dynamometer requires the subject to meet a minimum
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selected torque limit in order to move the input arm. Therefore, the speed of move-

ment is variable whereas the torque is constant. Isotonic contractions were performed

for 3 torque levels, 5, 8, and 12 Nm applied to the elbow joint, where the average

of the wrist forces were 12.53±0.49, 20.44±0.79, and 30.67±1.19 N, first for flexion

and then for extension. Subjects were asked to sustain the constant force level dur-

ing the isotonic contractions. In this experiment, the range of force levels applied

by the Biodex was sufficiently good to acquire low to high force contractions for all

subjects. During this condition there was no constraint on the movement velocity.

For the isokinetic condition, there were 3 velocity levels: 60, 90, and 180 deg/sec. No

minimum torque level was required for this experiment. During the fully dynamic

condition, there were no limitations on the applied torque level and velocity during

the movement, and the subjects moved their arm freely with different velocity and

torque levels. The only constraint during this condition, was the maximum speed

that the subjects could reach, which was set to a value of 360 deg/sec. For each

subject, the data were collected in one session and 12 trials per condition (2 sets of 6

continuous repetitions with 30 seconds rest between sets). Appropriate rest periods -

at least 10 minutes and more if needed - were provided between conditions to avoid

muscle fatigue. For dynamic contraction, 3 sets were performed, which resulted in

a total of 36 trials. The exerted force was applied to an attached bar connected to

the Biodex as shown in Figure 4.1. The length of this bar was adjusted for each

participant, which we recorded for each subject to convert the generated torque at

the elbow to force values at the wrist. All the data recorded by the Biodex had a

sampling rate of 1250 Hz.

The EMG data were collected using the EMG-USB2 HD-system [115], which was
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used in a referenced mono-polar mode. For skin preparation, shaving was performed if

required, followed by cleaning and using abrasive conductive gel over the skin. EMG

sensor arrays were then attached to the skin using adhesive pads. The EMG signals

were recorded using 4 linear HD-electrode arrays with 8 monopolar channels (5 mm

spacing) from the long head and short head of the biceps brachii, the brachioradialis,

and the triceps brachii muscles. For the biceps, the fourth electrode of each array

was located according to the SENIAM sensor location recommendation [116]. For the

brachioradialis, the fourth electrode was placed at one-third the length of the forearm

measured from the elbow. For the long head of the triceps brachii, electrodes were

placed at 50% of the distance between the posterior crista of the acromion and the

olecranon at 2 finger widths medial to the line between them. Each electrode array

was connected to the EMG-USB2 via an adapter, where each adapter had its own

reference electrodes. Standard ECG pre-gelled electrodes with Ag/AgCl contact were

used as reference electrodes, which were placed on regions with lower myoelectric

activity. For the brachioradialis, the reference electrode was located on the wrist,

while for the long head and short head of the biceps and for the triceps brachii they

were placed on the elbow and fossa cubit (tendon). A DRL circuit was used to reduce

the 60 Hz interference by attaching two reference electrodes on the right and left

wrists. EMG signals were recorded with a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz, and were

hardware band-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 10 and 500 Hz, where the

amplification factor was set to 1000.

To track and record the movement of the upper arm, a Shimmer wearable IMU

device [117] was used. The IMU sensor was placed on the back of the forearm, 4 cm

from the ground electrode’s location on the wrist. This location was chosen as it shows
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less muscle movement during the experiment, which can help avoid recording noise

due to unwanted movement of the IMU. The IMU has 9 sensors: 3 accelerometers, 3

gyroscopes, and 3 magnetometers, all of which were recorded at a 500 Hz sampling

rate. The entire experimental setup, showing a subject seated in the Biodex machine,

the EMG-USB2 HD-system, the HD-electrodes (with 8 monopolar channels), and

IMU sensor is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2 Data Pre-processing

Torque, position, and velocity signals recorded from Biodex, originally sampled at

1250 Hz, were up-sampled using linear interpolation to 2048 Hz, in order to match

the sampling frequency of the EMG. The IMU data were similarly up-sampled from

500 to 2048 Hz. Then, differential HD-EMG signals were obtained by subtracting

neighboring channels, resulting in 7 differential channels from each array. Each dif-

ferential channel was further band-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 10 Hz and

500 Hz using an eighth-order Butterworth filter. The Biodex data were smoothed

using a 300-point moving average filter. The IMU data were low-pass filtered us-

ing a Savitzky-Golay filter, with a window length of 400 points. Prior to processing

the data obtained during contractions, the rest periods between sets were manually

flagged and discarded.

Given the stochastic nature of EMG signals, it is common to segment the EMG

data into blocks of short duration where wide-sense stationarity holds [82, 118]. Ac-

cordingly, windows of EMG data (100-200 ms) are usually exploited for pattern recog-

nition applications [82, 118]. Nielsen et al. investigated the sensitivity of force estima-

tion performance with respect to the duration of the processing window size, where
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the window sizes of 25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 ms were considered [20]. The results

indicated that the performance did not differ significantly for window durations of

100 ms or longer, during isometric contractions. We also investigated the effect of

segment lengths given that we were investigating semi-dynamic and dynamic condi-

tions. To this end, window durations of 50, 100, and 150 ms were considered, with

overlap of half of the segment length.

Finally, we used the pre-processed segmented data as inputs to our proposed CNN

ensemble in order to estimate the generated force through learning effective represen-

tations. The EMG signals were normalized to the z-score for each segment, where

each data point is subtracted from the mean of the segment and divided by the SD of

that segment. We did not normalize force data. During the force modelling, another

normalization method for the input data that we considered was batch normaliza-

tion, which is explained in Section 4.2.3.1. Batch normalization was only used for

intra-subject modelling. The differential EMG signals recorded from one channel of

the elbow flexor and extensor muscles, the IMU data (accelerometer, gyroscope, and

magnetometer) along x, y, and z axes, position, velocity, and force, all recorded by the

Biodex, during 3 different types of contractions (isotonic 8 Nm, isokinetic 60 deg/sec,

and fully dynamic) performed by one subject are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.2.3 Proposed Method: Deep CNN Ensemble

We did not extract features from recorded signals, since CNN has shown promising

results, where it was applied on the raw data [81, 82]. An overview of the proposed

deep CNN ensemble framework for force modelling is shown in Figure 4.3. In the

feature learning block different CNN models are developed to extract features from
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each input. In the feature fusion step, resulting feature maps of different measures of

EMG in the time (EMGtime) and EMG in the frequency domain (EMGfreq) as well as

time-domain IMU data were flattened and combined. Then, the acquired feature map

is followed by fully connected (dense) layers which act as a shallow neural network to

weight the obtained features and a regression layer to estimate the induced force at

the wrist.

First, the pre-processed, time and frequency domain EMG data and the time do-

main IMU data were used as inputs to separate CNNs, called base learners. EMGfreq

was calculated based on the power spectral density (PSD) using the periodogram

method applied on each segmented EMG signal of each channel. The details on the

base learners are explained in the following subsections. Each base learner is trained

separately to extract the necessary features given its respective input. Next, we fused

the learned features, obtaining a multi-modal feature map of EMGtime, EMGfreq,

and IMU data. Then, the acquired feature map is followed by fully connected (dense)

layers that perform the regression task of estimating the induced force at the wrist.

4.2.3.1 Base Learners for EMG and IMU Data

In this section, we describe the CNNs which we designed and developed as base

learners for the proposed deep CNN ensemble.

We designed a number of convolutional blocks (henceforth referred to as conv-

blocks), which each consist of a convolution layer, followed by batch normalization,

ReLU activation, and max-pooling. As our goal in this study is to perform both intra-

and inter-subject modelling, different numbers of conv-blocks were used for each of

these two settings. To avoid overfitting, L2 regularization was used. Additionally
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Figure 4.3: An overview of the proposed deep CNN ensemble.
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dropout was performed after the final conv-block. For the EMGtime learner, inputs

consisted of segmented pre-processed EMG data (28 differential signals), while the

inputs to the EMGfreq learner were the PSDs of the 28 EMG channels. Both EMG

learners were designed with the same number of conv-blocks. The input layer for the

IMU learner was fed with the segmented and pre-processed IMU data recorded by 9

sensors (3 accelerometers, 3 gyroscopes, and 3 magnetometers). The size of the input

layers of the base learners for EMGtime, EMGfreq, and IMU were (102×28), (51×28),

and (102×9) respectively. In the following subsections, we describe the details of the

networks for each of the two schemes (intra- and inter-subject) considered in this

study.

4.2.3.2 Intra-subject Modelling

A number of hyper-parameters for each of the base learners was explored and tuned

to achieve the best results. The tuned hyper-parameters included: the number of

conv-blocks, number of filters and their sizes for each convolutional layer, batch sizes,

number of training epochs, and dropout rates. The optimum values for these pa-

rameters for each learner are presented in Table 4.1 for intra-subject force modelling.

The batch size for this scheme was set to 256 since the sizes below that threshold re-

sulted in longer training times, while not improving the performance, and batch sizes

larger than that decreased the regression accuracy. For the number of epochs 100

was selected because higher numbers did not improve the performance, and resulted

in longer training times, while fewer epochs reduced the performance. The selected

dropout rate for all base learners was 0.5. The obtained parameters were used for all

experimental conditions (isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions).
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Table 4.1: Hyper-parameters for intra-subject force modelling, for all experimental
conditions. No. Convs: number of conv-blocks, No. Filters: number of
filters, Maxpool: size of max-pool operation.

No. Conv. No. Filters Filter Size Maxpool

EMGtime m = 2 16, 16 3× 3 3× 3
EMGfreq n = 2 16, 16 3× 3 3× 3
IMU p = 2 32, 64 2× 2 2× 2

4.2.3.3 Inter-subject Modelling

Given that inter-subject modelling of force is a considerably more complex problem

given the physiological differences across subjects, and the need to generalize one

specific model to all the subjects in the dataset, deeper networks are required in order

to model the non-linearities within the problem space. Therefore, we expanded our

search for the optimum hyper-parameters and explored deeper networks for the base

learners. Different sets of parameters with minor differences were found to provide

the best results for the three experimental conditions, as shown in Table 4.2, Table

4.3, and Table 4.4, for isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions, respectively.

Table 4.2: Hyper-parameters for inter-subject force modelling, isotonic contraction.
No. Convs: number of conv-blocks, No. Filters: number of filters, Max-
pool: size of max-pool operation.

No. Conv. No. Filters Filter Size Maxpool

EMGtime m = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
EMGfreq n = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
IMU p = 2 64, 128 2× 2 2× 2

It was interestingly observed that the batch normalization operation had a con-

siderable negative impact on the performance for inter-subject modelling. This is due

to the fact that since each batch may contain EMG segments from different subjects,

normalizing the batch implies that a particular subject’s EMG might be normalized
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differently based on the batch, resulting in major discrepancies among different seg-

ments of EMG from the same subject. As a result, we removed batch normalization

from the conv-blocks for inter-subject modelling. The batch size was set to 512 and

230 epochs were used for training. Similar to intra-subject modelling, the selected

dropout rate for all base learners was 0.5.

Table 4.3: Hyper-parameters for inter-subject force modelling, isokinetic contraction.
No. Convs: number of conv-blocks, No. Filters: number of filters, Max-
pool: size of max-pool operation.

No. Conv. No. Filters Filter Size Maxpool

EMG-time m = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
EMG-freq n = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
IMU p = 2 64, 128 2× 2 2× 2

Table 4.4: Hyper-parameters for inter-subject force modelling, dynamic contraction.
No. Convs: number of conv-blocks, No. Filters: number of filters, Max-
pool: size of max-pool operation.

No. Conv. No. Filters Filter Size Maxpool

EMG-time m = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
EMG-freq n = 2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3
IMU p = 3 64, 128, 128 2× 2 2× 2

4.2.3.4 Feature-level Fusion

Successive to extraction of effective features from each input data type (EMGtime,

EMGfreq, and IMU) by the base learners, a fusion strategy is required to aggregate

the information with the goal of estimating the generated force. To this end, we

exploited feature-level fusion in our CNN ensemble. In this approach, all the extracted

features are concatenated to generate a single feature-set to be used by the output

force estimator layer. The choice of fusion strategies was between i) feature-level
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fusion (ours); ii) input-level fusion (where the raw inputs are concatenated and used

by a single model); and iii) score-level fusion (where force levels are estimated by

individual base learners and the outputs are then averaged). In feature-level fusion,

the extracted features are simply concatenated to be fed to the force estimation layers.

An overview of the feature level fusion strategy is presented in the last block of Figure

4.3. The reason for using this strategy is to enable the extraction of the required

features from each individual input modality, followed by the use of a single model

for estimating force based on all the extracted features. This approach allows for the

force estimator to take into account all the available information at once to exploit

complimentary information in the respective feature spaces. Input-level fusion, on

the other hand, requires a single model to learn to extract effective features from

every input modality, making the task difficult. Lastly, score level fusion requires for

force to be effectively estimatable based on each of the modalities, followed by the

averaging step which only serves to reduce the variance in the output. As a result, we

believe that feature-level fusion is the most effective strategy in the case of this study.

As will be described later, we performed comprehensive experiments to evaluate the

impact of the fusion strategy on the estimated force.

4.2.3.5 Output Force Estimation

In the proposed deep CNN ensemble architecture, shown in Figure 4.3, after the fea-

ture learning block, a flatten layer transforms the two-dimensional matrix of features

obtained from the CNN models into a vector. The flattened and concatenated set of

extracted features are then fed to the fully connected layers, a shallow neural network
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to generate the predicted force. The number of fully connected layers and their neu-

rons for each modelling scheme, under different experimental conditions, are given in

Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Hyper-parameters for intra- and inter-subject force modelling. No. FC:
number of fully connected layers, FC Size: number of neurons in fully
connected layers.

Intra Inter
No. FC FC Size No. FC FC Size

Isotonic 1 128 2 128, 256
Isokinetic 1 128 2 128, 128
Dynamic 1 128 3 128, 256, 256

4.2.4 Implementation and Training

We implemented our proposed architecture and all the analysis, using Keras with a

TensorFlow backend, on an Nvidia GTX 2080 Ti GPU. The models for both intra- and

inter-subject schemes were trained with the adaptive moment estimation (ADAM)

algorithm as the optimizer to update the network weights during back-propagation

since this optimizer has been proven to be more efficient in computing stochastic

gradient problem [111]. Learning rate (lr) of 0.001 was used with exponential decay

rates for the first and second movement estimates of β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999

respectively.

For both intra- and inter-subject evaluation schemes, the dataset were randomly

split into train, validation, and holdout test sets. First, 10% of the data was assigned

as a holdout set, and 5-fold cross-validation was used on the remaining train and

validation sets. Parameters for the base learners, including the type and number

of layers, as well as the width of the fully connected layers in the ensemble, and
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the fusion strategy, were all tuned based on the cross-validation strategy, while the

holdout test set, which contains recordings completely unseen by the ensemble were

used to obtain the final results.

4.2.5 Evaluation Metric

To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, R-squared (R2) was used, which

is calculated as follows:

R2 = 1−
∑N

i=0(F
Est
i − Fi)2∑N

i=0(Fi − Fi)2
, (4.1)

where N is the number of data samples, Fi is the ith measured force sample, FEst
i

is the corresponding estimated force, and Fi is the average of Fi. The numerator

in the second term of the equation is the total mean squared error (MSE) of the

estimates, while the denominator is the total variance of the force. The performance

index defined in Equation 4.1 is thus a global indicator of the estimation quality of

the force, as it represents the percentage of total variation of the force captured by

the estimation.

4.2.6 Evaluation Experiments

In order to evaluate the impact of each major component (base learner) in our model,

we performed ablation experiments by removing each modality (EMGtime, EMGfreq,

IMU) from the ensemble. Should the performance drop when a particular input is

excluded, it can be concluded that the input in question makes a positive contribution

towards the final goal of accurate force prediction. We also used each individual

modality (EMGtime, EMGfreq, IMU) to estimate force directly using the base learners

to perform further investigation regarding the contribution of each modality.
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Next, to evaluate the choice of feature-level fusion used in our ensemble, we imple-

mented and analyzed the two additional multi-modal strategies, namely input-level

fusion and score-level fusion. In the first approach, we concatenated the inputs and

fed them to a CNN. In the second approach, we trained separate base learners and

averaged the outcome to get the estimated force. The details of the different CNNs

used for input-level fusion are presented in Table 4.6, while for score-level fusion, the

same base learners used in our ensemble have been utilized. The architecture of the

CNN used for input-level fusion has been designed empirically to obtain the best per-

formance. For the input-level fusion, L2 regularization to avoid overfitting was used.

Additionally dropout was performed after the final conv-block.

Table 4.6: Hyper-parameters for input level fusion model. No. Convs: number of
conv-blocks, No. Filters: number of filters, Maxpool: size of max-pool
operation, No. FC: number of fully connected layers, FC Size: number of
neurons in fully connected layers.

No. Conv No. Filters Filter Size Maxpool No. FC FC Size

2 64, 128 3× 3 3× 3 2 128, 1

Next, in order to better evaluate the contribution of our work, we compared the

performance of our deep ensemble approach to other works in the area. Given the

lack of access to the datasets used in other papers as well as their implementation,

we re-implemented several other published methods to apply on our data for this

purpose. The study by Mobasser et al. [21] was the most similar one to ours in terms

of experimental conditions and the performed task (elbow flexion and extension).

This paper used an ANN to estimate force, where the LEs of the EMG signals are

used as inputs. Next, we compared our model to [79], in which a number of features

in the time domain are extracted from EMG signals, and fed into ANN estimators to
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estimate grasp force [79]. However, since the experiment was dynamic, we chose to

compare our model to the model in this paper. An SVM with a gaussian kernel was

also applied on our dataset as it had been previously used for muscle force estimation

during both flexions and extensions [119] as well as grasping [84]. In these papers, the

rectified-smoothed EMG was used as input. We also applied SVM with polynomial

and linear kernels on our dataset for further evaluation and comparison. It should

be noted that we implemented these methods to the best of our ability based on the

descriptions provided in the respective papers. Where certain parameters were not

provided, we made the necessary assumptions required to maximize performance. We

also used a moving average filter which introduces delay to the amplitude estimate of

EMG; we assumed that this can compensate for the electromechanical delay between

EMG and generated force [29, 21]. It should also be stated that these methods have

originally been designed for the scenarios and factors surrounding the particular goals

of the papers. For instance, the choice of sensors, muscle groups, contraction types,

experiment setup, and other factors may result in lack of sufficient generalization

of these methods to our data and experimental conditions. Nonetheless, since these

works tend to provide a solution for EMG-based force estimation, a direct comparison

might shed some light into the relative performance of our approach.

4.2.7 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed to investigate whether the R2 values obtained

for the considered conditions were statistically significantly different and whether

the proposed deep CNN ensemble had significantly better performance compared
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to the other configurations. This analysis was performed by comparing the intra-

subject and the inter-subject errors across methods using the Friedman test which is

a non-parametric statistical test, as our data were not normally distributed. The null-

hypothesis, that each method is drawn from the same distribution is rejected when

the p-value is below the critical value, where the significance level was set to 0.05.

The rejection of the null-hypothesis indicates that there are significant differences

among methods, where we do not know exactly where the differences come from.

Nemenyi post-hoc testing was applied to perform pairwise multiple comparison tests

to determine which pairs of variables have significant differences.

4.3 Results and Discussion

In this section we present and analyze the performance of our method and evaluate the

impact of different components and parameters of the model as discussed previously

in Section 4.2.6.

4.3.1 Performance

The results of the proposed deep CNN ensemble, using EMGtime, EMGfreq, and IMU,

are presented in Table 4.7. In this table, for intra-subject modelling, the average and

standard deviations of R2 values across all the subjects are presented, while for inter-

subject modelling the mean and standard deviations across 5 folds are presented for

the validation set. For the holdout test results the performance of the models on

the 10% dataset aside for final evaluation are presented. The force estimation results

for the intra-subject scheme for all three experimental conditions are very accurate,

since the R2 values are high, and small standard deviations are obtained. Figure 4.4
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shows examples of measured force vs. estimated force for one subject for two folds

of the validation set, during different experimental conditions. Figure 4.5 illustrates

the measured and estimated force values for the holdout test sets of two subjects.

Table 4.7: The R2 values (mean±SD) for the proposed method for different experi-
mental conditions, isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions, for intra-
and inter-subject modelling schemes.

Intra-subject Inter-subject

Validation
Isotonic 0.98±0.002 0.89±0.040
Isokinetic 0.96±0.008 0.68±0.022
Dynamic 0.96±0.004 0.69±0.016

Holdout Test
Isotonic 0.91±0.034 0.81±0.048
Isokinetic 0.87±0.041 0.64±0.037
Dynamic 0.81±0.037 0.59±0.042

The models’ performance for inter-subject learning is expectedly lower than intra-

subject, despite the use of deeper networks. This considerable difference is mainly

due to the physiological and non-physiological differences among participants which

make the inter-subject force modelling more complex. Additionally, we observe that

the isotonic, inter-subject results experiments show higher R2 values compared to

isokinetic and dynamic conditions, where the dynamic and isokinetic conditions have

very similar results. Figure 4.6 shows the velocity, position and force generated by

two subjects, for the different experimental conditions. It can be observed that the

velocity is relatively consistent (both in flexion and extension) in the isokinetic case,

whereas the velocity is more variable in the isotonic and dynamic cases, given the

lack of control on this parameter under these conditions. Moreover, it is obvious

in Figure 4.6 that the force is relatively consistent over time and between the two

subjects in the isotonic case, where it is not consistent in the isokinetic and dynamic
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Figure 4.4: The estimated force versus the measured force, for one subject, different
experimental conditions, on two validation sets (val 1 and val 2).
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Figure 4.5: The estimated force versus the measured force, for two subjects, different
experimental conditions, on holdout test sets.
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cases. It seems that the variability in force level is a greater contributing factor to the

increased error in inter-subject modelling under isokinetic and dynamic conditions,

than the variability in velocity. The reason for this could be due to the incorporation

of the IMU data which makes the model more robust to changes in velocity. Figures

4.7 shows the estimated and measured force values for 200 data points of the holdout

tests, during inter-subject modelling of isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic conditions.

4.3.2 Ablation Study

Here we present the results of the ablation study as described earlier in Section 4.2.6.

Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 illustrate the impact of each modality toward the final out-

comes (the model performance) for intra- and inter-subject schemes, respectively,

under different experimental conditions. The asterisks (*) in these tables indicate

statistically significant difference at the 0.05 level with respect to the proposed en-

semble, while bold values denote the best performance.

For the intra-subject scheme, the model using EMGtime and EMGfreq shows sig-

nificant difference in all conditions versus our model, indicating the necessity for the

IMU data to be included. While the exclusion of EMGfreq shows insignificant differ-

ence for all three conditions, the exclusion of EMGtime does indeed result in significant

deterioration of the results in isokinetic and dynamic conditions.

For the more challenging inter-subject force estimation, we observe that IMU and

EMGtime are both necessary for the model as their individual exclusions result in sig-

nificant reduction of R2 values. EMGfreq, however, does show significant importance

for the isotonic scenario, while the reductions in accuracy in isokinetic and dynamic

conditions do not prove significant.
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It can be concluded that while there are clear advantages for including both

EMGtime and IMU for force estimation, the use of EMGfreq has limited contribu-

tion towards force estimation with insignificant improvement for most cases except

for inter-subject modelling of isotonic contractions. Nonetheless, given the availabil-

ity of the EMGfreq and its simple addition as part of the ensemble, it can be argued

that its inclusion can result in more robustness and generalizability across different

experimental conditions (e.g. isotonic).

Table 4.8: The R2 values (mean±SD) for the ablation study between different models
for isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions for intra-subject scheme,
using the validation set.

Method Isotonic Isokinetic Dynamic

CNN ensemble 0.98±0.002 0.96±0.008 0.96±0.004
EMGtime, EMGfreq 0.86±0.041∗ 0.44±0.330∗ 0.64±0.039∗

EMGtime, IMU 0.98±0.002 0.94±0.008 0.96±0.004
EMGfreq, IMU 0.96±0.018 0.89±0.210∗ 0.90±0.007∗

EMGtime 0.79±0.110∗ 0.34± 0.220∗ 0.62±0.150∗

EMGfreq 0.48±0.530∗ 0.25±0.730∗ 0.32±0.850∗

IMU 0.47±0.280∗ 0.76±0.150∗ 0.72±0.072∗

Table 4.9: The R2 values (mean±SD) for the ablation study between different models
for isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions for inter-subject scheme,
using the validation set.

Method Isotonic Isokinetic Dynamic

CNN ensemble 0.89±0.040 0.68±0.022 0.69±0.016
EMGtime, EMGfreq 0.69±0.014∗ 0.40±0.110∗ 0.29±0.081∗

EMGtime, IMU 0.81±0.015∗ 0.66±0.018 0.68±0.021
EMGfreq, IMU 0.73±0.008∗ 0.61±0.013∗ 0.63±0.036∗

EMGtime 0.66±0.005∗ 0.39±0.099∗ 0.29±0.015∗

EMGfreq 0.00∗ 0.00∗ 0.00∗

IMU 0.63±0.006∗ 0.56±0.058∗ 0.54±0.012∗

To perform further ablation experiments on the impact of the input modalities,
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we also used each individual modality (EMGtime, EMGfreq, IMU) to estimate force

directly using the base learners. Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 present the results where

the ensemble significantly outperforms each of the individual learners for both intra-

and inter-subject schemes during all experimental conditions.

For intra-subject scheme, based on the experimental condition, the contribution

of each base learner is different. For the isotonic case, the contribution of the EMG

learners, either EMGtime or EMGfreq, is greater than that of the IMU learner. The

IMU learner plays a more important role for the isokinetic and dynamic contractions,

and is particularly important in the isokinetic case. Additionally, although, frequency

domain information obtained from EMG signal was able to estimate muscle force,

using EMGfreq alone results low force estimation performance in all cases for the

intra-subject scheme.

Using the EMG signal only (especially in both domains) for the isotonic case can

provide acceptable accuracy for force estimation, despite the changing velocity. How-

ever, even during the isotonic contraction, using our method (deep CNN ensemble),

which concatenate the kinematic information with EMGtime and EMGfreq, improved

the performance by 13.95% than using EMG in both domains. For isokinetic and

dynamic cases, the EMG signal properties might be more variable than the isotonic

case, thus considering both EMG and IMU information is essential for accurate force

estimation. Adding kinematic information improved the force modelling performance

for all cases, but particularly for the isokinetic and dynamic cases. This could be

because the IMU tracks changes in elbow joint angle which is related to the muscle

length and velocity, which provides information regarding the force-length and force-

velocity relationships. Figure 4.8 shows the performance of the intra-subject models
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resulting from the ablation study along with deep CNN ensemble results across all

subjects, for different experimental conditions, isotonic, isokinetic, and fully dynamic

contractions, respectively. It is clear that considering the EMG features in both do-

mains increase the R2 values for all conditions, while in all cases the R2 values for

EMGtime are higher than EMGfreq. Our proposed method, which considers features

from EMGtime, EMGfreq, and IMU results in the highest R2 values for all experimen-

tal conditions and subjects.

For inter-subject modelling, EMGtime base learner has higher R2 values during

isotonic contraction than other contractions. It was mentioned that EMGfreq has

limited contribution in force modelling in our proposed method due to the insignificant

improvement for most cases except for isotonic modelling, when it was removed from

the model. But, it is also interesting to note that using EMGfreq learner alone cannot

estimate muscle force for inter-subject scheme, as shown in Table 4.9, since the R2

values were almost zero for all cases. This could be due to the fact that during

quasi-dynamic and dynamic inter-subject modelling, the relationship between MU

recruitment and spectral features can be masked by other physiological factors, so

that the behavior of frequency information with force may change significantly among

subjects, which consequently makes it difficult to estimate muscle force [120]. In inter-

subject modelling as well, the IMU learner obtains higher R2 values in isokinetic and

dynamic contractions than the EMG learner.
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4.3.3 Impact of Fusion Strategy

We compared the choice of the fusion strategy in our method (feature-level) to the

other two strategies namely input-level fusion and score-level fusion as discussed ear-

lier in Section 4.2.6. The results are presented in Table 4.10 for intra- and inter-subject

schemes. For all experimental conditions, feature-level fusion outperforms the other

fusion strategies, for both intra- and inter-subject schemes.

Table 4.10: The R2 values (mean±SD) for comparing the fusion strategies between
different models for isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions for
intra- and inter-subject schemes, using the validation set.

Method Isotonic Isokinetic Dynamic
Intra-subject Modelling
Input-level Fusion 0.65±0.028∗ 0.56± 0.068∗ 0.55±0.081∗

Score-level Fusion 0.58±0.36∗ 0.46±0.440∗ 0.56±0.490∗

Ours (CNN Ensemble) 0.98±0.002 0.96±0.008 0.96±0.004

Inter-subject Modelling
Input-level Fusion 0.52±0.018∗ 0.20± 0.092∗ 0.36±0.048∗

Score-level Fusion 0.44±0.010∗ 0.31±0.040∗ 0.27±0.002∗

Ours (CNN Ensemble) 0.89±0.040 0.68±0.022 0.69±0.016

4.3.4 Impact of Network Parameters

As discussed earlier in Section 4.2.3.3, for intra-subject force modelling, a relatively

shallow model was sufficient for accurate estimation of the force, while for the inter-

subject scheme, deeper models were required given the complexity, non-linearities,

and physiological differences across different participants. Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11

present the results of our experiments on different numbers of layers and layer sizes for

the base learners, as well as the ensemble fully connected layers. The selected models

for each base learner are shown within the pink boxes, where the selected models

had higher R2 for the validation set compared to other configurations. It can be seen
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that in most cases, the training performance is enhanced as the models become more

complex, while we generally observe diminishing improvements on the validation set

beyond a certain point. In such cases, we naturally prioritized the validation set

performance to avoid overfitting. Given that based on our ablation tests and further

experiments, the EMGfreq showed rather poor performance when used alone for inter-

subject modelling, we opted to not perform an individual search and simply utilize

the same architecture as the EMGtime. We should re-iterate, however, that EMGfreq

did show insignificant contributions to the ensemble in some cases, and even resulted

in significant improvement for inter-subject modelling of isotonic contractions.

To develop the base learner for the inter-subject scheme, we started with the

intra-subject base learners for the EMG and IMU data. Then, the number of filters

in each convolutional layer was increased up to 128, as in Chapter 3, where the

number of filters at each layer can be either the same or twice the previous layer [110].

After obtaining the results for all the filter combinations for 2 convolutional layers,

the third layer was added. The number of filters for the third convolutional layer

was determined based on the best model with 2 layers. For example, for the IMU-

learner during dynamic contraction, we started with 2 convolutional layers having

32 and 64 filters respectively. Then, we increased the number of filters in these two

layers up to 128, where the best performance was achieved for having 2 convolutional

layers: 64/128. Then, we added another layer to this configuration, where the new

configuration became: 64/128/128, since the number of filters should be either the

same or as twice the previous layer. The process continued until the performance of

the validation set stopped improving.

Based on the results presented in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, for all experimental
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Figure 4.9: Different number of layers and layer sizes for the base learners (EMGtime

and IMU), as well as the ensemble fully connected layers, for inter-subject
scheme, during isotonic contraction. FC stands for fully connected.
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Figure 4.10: Different number of layers and layer sizes for the base learners (EMGtime

and IMU), as well as the ensemble fully connected layers, for inter-
subject scheme, during isokinetic contraction. FC stands for fully con-
nected.
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Figure 4.11: Different number of layers and layer sizes for the base learners (EMGtime

and IMU), as well as the ensemble fully connected layers, for inter-
subject scheme, during dynamic contraction. FC stands for fully con-
nected.
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conditions, using 2 convolutional layers with the combination of 64, 128 filters for

the EMG and IMU base learners shows the highest R2 values for the validation set,

except the IMU learner for the dynamic condition. For the IMU learner during

dynamic contraction, 3 convolutional layers with the combination of 64, 128, 128 is

selected.

Our experiments on the fully connected layers show that for isotonic contraction

using 2 fully connected layers with 128 and 256 neurons respectively, results the

highest R2, while for the isokinetic case, two layers with 128 and 128 neurons shows

the best performance. Finally, for the dynamic case, 3 fully connected layers with 128,

256, and 256 neurons are required, which could be due to the more complex nature of

force modelling during this type of contraction compared to isotonic and isokinetic.

It should be noted that we used one fully connected layer with one neuron at the

end (for all the experimental conditions), which acts as a regression layer to estimate

the generated force. Additionally, comparing the ensemble approach to the base

learners in these figures for each experimental condition indicates that concatenating

the extracted features from different signal modalities results in improvements in force

modelling.

4.3.4.1 Window Duration

The effect of segment length on the performance under the three conditions was in-

vestigated. We considered the window durations of 50, 100, and 150 ms to select the

optimum window size for force modelling under quasi-dynamic and dynamic condi-

tions. We evaluated the performance of the model for the intra-subject scheme, where

the average of R2 values across subjects are presented in Table 4.11 for the isotonic,
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isokinetic, and dynamic conditions. The statistical analysis was done to investigate

the significance of our results for window duration effects on force modelling perfor-

mance, where the Friedman test and Nemenyi post-hoc were used. The highest mean

and minimum standard deviation for R2 values were achieved when the segment size

was 50 ms long for the deep CNN ensemble models, for all experimental conditions.

As the segment size increased, the R2 values decreased for all experimental conditions.

The statistical analysis showed that 50 ms window size is significantly better than

other considered window sizes for isokinetic and dynamic contractions, since in all

comparison cases, p-values were smaller than 0.05. However, for isotonic contraction

50 ms is not significantly different than 100 ms. A reason for this observation could

be the variations in the EMG signal and force during the isokinetic and dynamic

contractions compared to the isotonic case, where for the isotonic case, the EMG

amplitude is approximately constant since it follows the constant torque level. The

50 ms window showed significant improvement over 150 ms in every scenario.

Our findings are in contrast with those of Farrell et al. [118] in terms of optimal

window size, as they observed improvements from 50 ms to 100 ms, although this

improvement was not significant. However, they considered isometric contractions,

which could account for the difference in results. Longer windows reduce the stochas-

tic variation in the EMG, but are poorer at tracking real changes in EMG amplitude;

and vice versa. Finding the ideal window duration depends on how fast EMG ampli-

tude is changing. Based on our results, the segment size was set to 50 ms for data

segmentation during our quasi-dynamic and dynamic experiments.
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Table 4.11: The R2 values (mean±SD) for different window durations, under different
experimental conditions, for intra-subject scheme, for the validation set.

Conditions 50 ms 100 ms 150 ms

Isotonic 0.98±0.002 0.97±0.010 0.92±0.017
Isokinetic 0.96±0.008 0.9±0.049 0.83±0.063
Dynamic 0.96±0.004 0.92±0.026 0.82±0.037

4.3.5 Comparison with Related Work

Our proposed models are compared with the related works mentioned in Section 4.2.6

for all experimental conditions, for intra- and inter- subject force modelling. The

comparison results are shown in Table 4.12 and 4.13. As can be seen, our proposed

method, outperforms the other tested methods on our data set for all experimental

conditions, for both schemes. While among these methods, the ANN model using the

extracted features from data [79] shows higher R2 values compared to other methods,

indicating the dependency of ANN models on hand-crafted features. While for our

method there is no need to extract features from signals.

Table 4.12: The R2 values (mean±SD) for comparing with the related work, for all
experimental conditions in the intra-subject scheme.

Method Isotonic Isokinetic Dynamic

ANN/EMG-AE [21] 0.58±0.220∗ 0.39±0.510∗ 0.38±0.460∗

ANN/Feat. [79] 0.69±0.260∗ 0.52±0.380∗ 0.46±0.440∗

SVM (Gaussian)/EMG-AE [119], and [84] 0.62±0.210∗ 0.49±0.260∗ 0.45±0.220∗

SVM (Polynomial)/EMG-AE 0.54±0.310∗ 0.41±0.550∗ 0.32±0.430∗

SVM (Linear)/EMG-AE 0.51±0.140∗ 0.33±0.390∗ 0.28±0.510∗

CNN Ensemble 0.91±0.034 0.87±0.041 0.81±0.037
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Table 4.13: The R2 values (mean±SD) for comparing with the related work, for all
experimental conditions in the inter-subject scheme.

Method Isotonic Isokinetic Dynamic

ANN/EMG-AE [21] 0.49±0.026∗ 0.36±0.050∗ 0.36±0.048∗

ANN/Feat. [79] 0.52±0.031 0.41±0.083 0.40±0.083
SVM (Gaussian)/EMG-AE [119], and [84] 0.44±0.061∗ 0.36±0.052∗ 0.38±0.061∗

SVM (Polynomial)/EMG-AE 0.42±0.056∗ 0.28±0.033∗ 0.21±0.033∗

SVM (Linear)/EMG-AE 0.36±0.051∗ 0.26±0.090∗ 0.16±0.038∗

CNN Ensemble 0.81±0.048 0.64±0.037 0.59±0.042

4.4 Summary

Four HD-EMG electrode arrays were used to acquire EMG signals from the long head

and short head of biceps brachii, brachioradialis, and triceps brachii during isotonic,

isokinetic, and fully dynamic elbow flexion and extension. The purpose of this chapter

was to estimate the generated force at the wrist accurately for all those conditions in

intra- and inter subject manners. We proposed a method, called deep CNN ensemble,

where we extracted features from EMG signals in the time and frequency domain and

from IMU data using CNN models. Then, the extracted features where concatenated

and fed into dense layers to be weighted for the force estimation.

Our CNN ensemble method achieved highly accurate force estimation results for

different experimental conditions on holdout test sets, outperforming other meth-

ods proposed in the literature. Our results for the ablation study showed that the

force estimation improved significantly, when the kinematic information recorded by

the IMU sensor was considered for both modelling schemes. The modelling perfor-

mance improved by 13.95%, 118.18%, and 50.0% for isotonic, isokinetic, and dy-

namic contractions, for the intra-subject scheme, when IMU data was added to the

deep CNN ensemble model and was concatenated with the EMG features in both
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domains. For inter-subject modelling, the performance was improved by 28.98%,

41.18%, and 137.93% for isotonic, isokinetic, and dynamic contractions respectively.

For the isokinetic and dynamic cases the improvements in force estimation were higher

than isotonic. Thus, for fully dynamic contractions, where the torque level, position

and movement speed are not consistent, the EMG signal will not be sufficient for

reliable force estimation; incorporating mechanical information is essential. We also

proposed to use the features extracted from EMG signals in both time and frequency

domains, where the mean of R2 were higher for using the EMG data in both domains

than using only one domain in all cases. However, our results indicated that adding

the EMGfreq had a limited contribution towards force estimation with insignificant

improvement for most cases except for inter-subject modelling of isotonic contrac-

tions. Despite this, the inclusion of EMGfreq is relatively easy and may result in

more robustness and generalizability across experimental conditions in future work.

In summary, the feature fusion level proposed here was able to accurately estimate

force induced at the wrist, where features were learned from the EMG and IMU signals

using base-learner CNNs. Therefore, the proposed configuration was able to capture

the complexity of the relationship between EMG, mechanical and force data and

compensate for physiological and non-physiological factors in deriving a robust force

estimate.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

Surface EMG has been used as an accessible, feasible, and non-invasive method to

estimate the muscle force/joint torque due to its relationship with the exerted muscle

force, which is of interest for many different applications. However, the EMG-force

relationship is nonlinear and dynamically changing due to presence of factors which

alter the EMG-force relationship. Thus, development of an accurate and robust EMG-

based force estimation procedure is a challenging problem especially during dynamic

contractions.

The goal of this research was to develop more accurate and robust force prediction

models that were generalizable across individuals and operational conditions, from

static (isometric and isotonic) to fully dynamic contractions.

Conventional EMG-force modeling techniques generally used EMG recorded from

a single bipolar electrode attached to the belly of the muscle. In this work, HD

electrodes were used for recording EMG signals, because of the enhanced informa-

tion about neuromuscular activation provided by HD recording, which can result
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in improved muscle force estimation. However, there are challenges associated with

recording from a large number of closely spaced electrodes, such as having redundant

and correlated information in the dataset. We proposed channel selection approaches,

PCR and PCA in the frequency domain, to deal with the highly correlated information

obtained using HD electrodes and to extract the informative subset of channels that

contains discriminatory information without significantly compromising force estima-

tion performance. The method was experimentally evaluated. Subsets of channels

per muscle, containing higher force-related information and less common informa-

tion with other channels, were selected. FOS models were trained and evaluated for

isometric, intra-subject force modelling. The experimental results showed significant

improvement in force prediction using 3 selected channels per muscle, compared to

the full dataset.

In past studies, often the EMG amplitude estimate (or LE) is used as the only

EMG feature for force modelling, which makes the force modelling performance de-

pendent on the accuracy of the amplitude estimate. Therefore, to accurately estimate

the EMG amplitude, complex processing such as whitening and multiple-channel

combination; high-pass filtering the EMG; and compensating for changes due to the

variation in joint angle and IZ shift have been applied. Additionally, most studies

have focused on intra-subject force modelling due to the variation that exists between

different people which makes reliable inter-subject force estimation more complicated

even for static contractions. There is a need to combine extracting a number of useful

EMG features, since the EMG signal contains more useful information than is present

in the LE, and developing robust models to deal with the non-linearity and complexity

of the EMG-force relationship across a population. Thus, a generalized model, where
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the data from all participants were considered for force modelling, was done. Bagged-

tree ensemble (classical machine learning) models and CNN (deep learning) models

were developed to map the non-linear, complex relationship among the data, which is

necessary for inter-subject force modeling. For the bagged-tree ensemble method, a

number of time and frequency domain features, in addition to signal amplitude, were

extracted from the EMG signals and good force modeling performance was achieved.

Our proposed feature selection approach, MSFS, was then used to reduce the di-

mensionality of the feature space, and the experimental results showed significant

improvement in force prediction using the MSFS selected features compared to the

full feature set. CNN modeling, as a deep learning approach with the capability of

feature learning from high-dimensional raw data with no need for hand-crafted fea-

tures, was then applied with time, frequency, and time and frequency domain EMG

signals as inputs. Our results indicate that CNN outperforms the bagged-tree ensem-

ble model, even though no feature extraction and selection were implemented which

indicated the ability of CNN to learn and extract relevant features from the data.

Therefore, CNN modeling can be considered an appropriate means by which to map

the non-linear relation between EMG signals and the generated muscle force.

An ensemble method based on a CNN architecture, Deep CNN ensemble was

proposed to estimate the generated force for elbow flexion and extension during iso-

tonic, isokinetic, and fully dynamic conditions, for intra- and inter subject schemes.

To enhance the force modelling performance, kinematic information recorded by an

IMU sensor was added as an additional signal modality. The proposed deep CNN

ensemble method extracted features from EMG signals in the time and frequency

domain and IMU data using CNN models. Then, the features were concatenated
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and fed into dense layers to be weighted for the force estimation. Feature-level fu-

sion of the EMG and IMU data has achieved superior intra-subject force estimation

during quasi-dynamic and dynamic contractions, where the obtained results were sig-

nificantly better than using input level fusion and either EMG or IMU data as model

inputs. The improvement was greater for the isokinetic and dynamic cases than for

the isotonic case, when the IMU data were included. Thus, for dynamic contrac-

tions, where the torque level, position and movement speed are not consistent, the

EMG signal will not be sufficient for reliable force estimation; incorporating mechan-

ical information is essential. Deep CNN ensemble models were also developed for

inter-subject dynamic force modelling, where deeper models compared to the intra-

subject scheme were developed to cope with the extra complexity contributed by the

variability across participants. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study

to develop a force estimation model that can generalize across different participants

performing quasi-dynamic and dynamic contractions. The results indicated that the

feature-fusion level proposed here was able to accurately estimate force induced at the

wrist during elbow flexion and extension. Thus, a robust configuration such as the

proposed deep CNN ensemble with EMG and IMU data as inputs, is able to capture

the non-linearity and complexity of the relationship among EMG, kinematic informa-

tion and force, leading to accurate force prediction across subjects and operational

conditions.

5.2 Future Work

There are a number of directions in which this research can be extended. In this study,

our models have been developed and tested using EMG data recorded from multiple
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trials, in one session. Increasing the number of recording sessions can be considered

in order to evaluate the ability of the models to generalize over experimental sessions,

which could be impacted by different physiological conditions.

In our study, the experiments were carried out during elbow flexion and extension,

and the EMG signals were recorded from the main contributing upper arm muscles

during these tasks. In future work, the experiments can be expanded to include

other type of movements in which fingers and wrist movements are also involved.

Additionally, performing experiments involving activities of daily living, can also be

considered, where EMG data from other muscles of the arm can also be recorded.

Under the quasi-dynamic and dynamic conditions, only the active muscle force

was recorded and included, since the muscles did not stretch beyond their optimal

lengths, resulting in the absence of any contributed passive force. As a future work,

the full range of movement, where the muscles can stretch beyond the optimal length

to generate passive force, may also be considered. Accordingly, the performance of the

force estimators can be evaluated based on the IMU data, as passive force generation

does not involve EMG signals.

In our studies, intra-subject modeling was consistently better than the inter-

subject scheme, due to the complexity introduced by the variabilities among indi-

viduals. In future work, the performance of the developed models for inter-subject

force modelling during dynamic contractions can be improved by considering the

anatomical information obtained from participants. Moreover, increasing the number

of trials and experiments can help with providing more training data for the models,

which can in turn result in more generalized solutions.

One of the limitations of our work is that the range of age among our subjects
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was limited to 26±9 years. To provide a more comprehensive and inclusive study,

the models can be trained and evaluated on individuals across a wider age-range to

consider the variability in the EMG-force relationship across different age groups.

Another approach which can result in a more comprehensive study and further

aid with the expansion of the collected data, is to consider both sides of the body (left

and right). An interesting set of experiments could then be to perform a cross-body

training and testing, in which data from one side of the body is used to predict the

generated force on the other side. The outcome of such an approach might also be

applicable in areas such as deriving a stimulation signal for people with neuromuscular

impairment. Furthermore, this study could lead to new findings in terms of the

differences in the muscle-force relationship for the dominant vs. non-dominant hands.

Finally, it should be noted that all the recruited participants in our study were

healthy adults. For future work, participants with neuromuscular disorders could be

considered to investigate the performance of the developed models for force estimation

in weakened or debilitated muscles. The possibility of deriving a control signal for

force generation via stimulation, from a healthy region of the body (e.g. the unaffected

side in patients with hemiplegia) could also be explored.
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Appendix A

Details of Bagged Tree Ensemble Models

The details on the developed models for each experimental condition, are shown in

Table A.1, where we selected the model with 20 Trees and 160 split number (shown

in bold) for all the experimental conditions, except for 90S. For 90S, the model with

20 trees and 80 split number was selected. Then, the selected models are used for

feature selection analysis.

The details on developed models for the combination of all data, are shown Table

A.2, where we selected the model with 20 Trees and 320 split number (shown in bold)

and used that one for feature selection analysis.
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Table A.1: Mean and SD of %NMSE values for different number of Trees and split
numbers using all data for the generalize model.

60N No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 9.81±18.22 10.40±18.57 5 Trees 4.92±11.11 6.08±13.22
10 Trees 10.10±19.47 10.85±21.46 10 Trees 4.37±8.25 5.10±9.40
15 Trees 8.94±16.30 10.25±18.53 15 Trees 4.41±8.66 5.09±10.49
20 Trees 9.44±17.44 10.60±19.42 20 Trees 4.49±8.74 5.18±9.41
25 Trees 9.27±17.24 10.03±17.82 25 Trees 4.34±8.61 4.96±8.77
30 Trees 9.63±18.20 10.27±18.57 30 Trees 4.26±7.83 5.08±8.81
35 Trees 9.68±18.35 10.54±18.83 35 Trees 4.40±7.83 5.26±9.31
40 Trees 9.59±17.77 10.74±19.89 40 Trees 4.53±8.34 5.34±9.77

90N No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 12.28±28.02 13.77±29.44 5 Trees 5.93±10.93 6.95±13.09
10 Trees 11.48±25.83 12.69±26.99 10 Trees 5.98±11.63 6.79±12.50
15 Trees 10.88±24.22 11.99±26.05 15 Trees 5.30±9.79 6.34±11.54
20 Trees 11.54±27.39 12.58±28.21 20 Trees 5.53±9.82 6.52±11.42
25 Trees 11.10±25.07 12.15±26.53 25 Trees 5.17±9.23 6.07±10.92
30 Trees 11.20±26.23 12.01±26.80 30 Trees 5.15±8.22 6.06±11.21
35 Trees 11.03±25.60 12.21±27.20 35 Trees 5.27±10.20 6.32±12.50
40 Trees 11.10±25.54 11.94±26.17 40 Trees 5.39±9.88 6.28±11.20

120N No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 21.15±46.23 22.69±46.60 5 Trees 9.69±21.58 10.93±22.93
10 Trees 18.19±38.91 19.07±39.65 10 Trees 8.61±18.27 9.94±20.80
15 Trees 18.35±38.90 19.47±40.30 15 Trees 8.54±18.34 9.90±20.41
20 Trees 18.27±41.25 18.73±41.05 20 Trees 8.81±18.56 9.74±18.97
25 Trees 17.97±39.68 19.10±41.18 25 Trees 8.63±18.73 9.49±18.72
30 Trees 17.53±39.52 19.25±42.20 30 Trees 8.45±17.76 9.74±20.50
35 Trees 17.12±42.57 19.36±40.16 35 Trees 8.38±17.69 9.73±19.50
40 Trees 18.22±40.72 19.13±40.71 40 Trees 8.28±17.56 9.53±18.64

60S No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 9.32±24.73 10.06±22.92 5 Trees 5.21±15.51 6.07±16.22
10 Trees 9.21±24.59 9.82±22.12 10 Trees 4.83±15.27 5.57±16.15
15 Trees 8.72±24.12 9.59±23.75 15 Trees 4.70±15.75 5.29±14.48
20 Trees 8.74±24.07 9.39±23.64 20 Trees 4.79±15.86 5.43±16.17
25 Trees 8.90±23.93 9.69±24.55 25 Trees 4.72±15.23 5.47±15.75
30 Trees 8.81±24.32 9.47±23.75 30 Trees 4.71±15.00 5.43±15.17
35 Trees 8.42±23.21 9.45±23.11 35 Trees 4.63±14.85 5.44±14.25
40 Trees 8.20±22.58 9.52±23.53 40 Trees 4.55±15.23 5.39±13.25

90S No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 12.31±27.30 13.03±29.85 5 Trees 6.98±19.17 8.33±23.01
10 Trees 11.36±26.34 12.12±31.28 10 Trees 6.95±19.29 8.13±21.04
15 Trees 11.73±27.51 12.37±29.25 15 Trees 6.50±16.96 7.39±17.29
20 Trees 11.59±26.92 12.17±27.76 20 Trees 6.74±17.24 7.47±18.73
25 Trees 11.55±27.36 12.26±29.04 25 Trees 6.61±17.89 7.45±19.08
30 Trees 11.51±27.19 12.26±28.89 30 Trees 6.54±17.69 7.45±18.52
35 Trees 11.43±27.09 12.38±27.6 35 Trees 6.46±17.45 7.51±19.12
40 Trees 11.72±28.04 12.42±29.49 40 Trees 6.63±17.24 7.49±19.40

120S No. Splits=5 Train Validation No. Splits=10 Train Validation
5 Trees 11.90±29.35 13.09±27.76 5 Trees 6.15±15.86 7.68±19.51
10 Trees 11.75±27.89 12.89±28.65 10 Trees 5.63±12.40 6.94±17.62
15 Trees 11.57±26.28 12.73±28.50 15 Trees 5.49±11.67 6.59±14.21
20 Trees 11.38±25.72 12.13±26.17 20 Trees 5.61±12.15 6.63±14.94
25 Trees 11.42±26.65 12.83±28.27 25 Trees 5.49±11.85 6.77±15.09
30 Trees 11.40±26.25 11.85±27.52 30 Trees 5.42±12.09 6.73±14.82
35 Trees 11.38±25.85 12.25±27.36 35 Trees 5.35±11.83 6.59±13.96
40 Trees 11.35±25.77 12.43±27.41 40 Trees 5.26±12.00 6.53±13.80
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60N No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 2.46±6.06 3.30±7.55 5 Trees 1.50±6.49 2.28±5.73
10 Trees 2.36±6.24 3.18±7.34 10 Trees 1.38±4.65 2.46±5.22
15 Trees 2.29±5.77 3.02±7.29 15 Trees 1.13±3.22 1.99±5.38
20 Trees 2.14±4.79 2.90±6.22 20 Trees 1.06±3.20 1.84±4.93
25 Trees 2.18±5.14 2.97±7.20 25 Trees 1.12±3.32 2.04±5.50
30 Trees 2.11±4.90 2.78±5.97 30 Trees 1.06±3.33 1.91±5.30
35 Trees 2.09±4.96 2.82±7.12 35 Trees 1.05±3.08 1.85±5.90
40 Trees 2.07±4.81 2.83±6.60 40 Trees 1.01±3.22 1.99±5.14

90N No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 2.89±5.47 4.04±7.49 5 Trees 1.78±4.56 2.87±6.40
10 Trees 2.85±5.35 3.98±7.65 10 Trees 1.36±2.88 2.25±4.22
15 Trees 2.80±5.40 3.94±7.83 15 Trees 1.41±2.91 2.58±5.53
20 Trees 2.65±4.82 3.57±6.43 20 Trees 1.31±2.58 2.28±4.64
25 Trees 2.71±5.02 3.74±7.13 25 Trees 1.26±2.60 2.32±4.55
30 Trees 2.69±4.92 3.59±6.67 30 Trees 1.28±2.64 2.32±4.56
35 Trees 2.63±4.52 3.67±6.85 35 Trees 1.27±2.55 2.45±4.58
40 Trees 2.65±4.66 3.50±5.94 40 Trees 1.27±2.45 2.27±4.53

120N No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 4.06±9.53 5.22±11.58 5 Trees 2.11±6.34 3.27±9.07
10 Trees 3.58±7.40 4.86±10.62 10 Trees 1.98±5.86 3.12±8.86
15 Trees 3.49±7.28 4.71±9.29 15 Trees 1.66±3.95 2.82±7.40
20 Trees 3.65±7.27 4.57±8.53 20 Trees 1.57±3.47 2.48±5.10
25 Trees 3.44±7.19 4.57±10.06 25 Trees 1.41±2.87 2.32±4.79
30 Trees 3.25±6.44 4.42±8.15 30 Trees 1.42±2.45 2.30±4.89
35 Trees 3.28±6.98 4.52±8.95 35 Trees 1.40±2.32 2.31±4.36
40 Trees 3.54±7.01 4.65±9.15 40 Trees 1.39±2.75 2.30±4.52

60S No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 2.36±9.06 3.38±10 5 Trees 1.19±6.91 2.25±9.12
10 Trees 2.29±9.25 3.12±9.73 10 Trees 1.10±7.36 2.13±8.16
15 Trees 2.16±9.97 3.09±9.64 15 Trees 1.09±7.12 2.09±8.26
20 Trees 2.13±9.72 2.82±9.46 20 Trees 0.95±5.96 1.83±7.95
25 Trees 2.13±10.01 2.91±8.93 25 Trees 0.97±6.53 1.86±7.71
30 Trees 2.12±9.85 2.92±9.01 30 Trees 0.94±6.28 1.88±6.52
35 Trees 2.09±10.42 2.87±9.59 35 Trees 0.92±6.24 1.83±6.25
40 Trees 2.01±90.00 2.81±9.23 40 Trees 0.89±5.99 1.75±6.75

90S No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 3.82±14.78 4.99±18.16 5 Trees 2.04±11.77 3.49±15.99
10 Trees 3.76±12.85 4.85±16.25 10 Trees 1.67±7.90 2.97±15.29
15 Trees 3.43±11.15 4.40±12.96 15 Trees 1.71±9.48 3.06±14.34
20 Trees 3.35±12.30 4.26±14.55 20 Trees 1.62±7.55 2.80±13.64
25 Trees 3.27±10.82 4.21±13.18 25 Trees 1.59±8.17 2.73±11.03
30 Trees 3.22±11.15 4.29±14.89 30 Trees 1.55±7.85 2.76±14.85
35 Trees 3.15±12.08 4.33±15.28 35 Trees 1.51±8.15 2.74±1.85
40 Trees 3.06±11.82 4.37±16.01 40 Trees 1.46±9.58 2.75±12.69

120S No. Splits=20 Train Validation No. Splits=40 Train Validation
5 Trees 2.99±7.91 4.7±16.85 5 Trees 1.53±4.76 2.99±10.05
10 Trees 2.83±8.01 4.52±12.53 10 Trees 1.52±4.80 2.67±7.85
15 Trees 2.62±6.11 3.79±9.31 15 Trees 1.42±3.70 2.59±7.59
20 Trees 2.73±6.97 3.77±9.13 20 Trees 1.31±3.65 2.43±5.89
25 Trees 2.54±5.88 3.62±8.52 25 Trees 1.24±3.32 2.37±6.94
30 Trees 2.58±5.80 3.76±9.25 30 Trees 1.19±3.38 2.37±7.52
35 Trees 2.51±5.36 3.59±9.13 35 Trees 1.18±4.28 2.29±6.21
40 Trees 2.49±6.06 3.49±8.33 40 Trees 1.15±3.15 2.24±5.68
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60N No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.96±3.12 1.91±5.15 5 Trees 0.98±2.46 1.74±5.10
10 Trees 0.95±3.09 1.85±5.23 10 Trees 0.88±2.26 1.62±5.60
15 Trees 0.89±2.15 1.60±5.62 15 Trees 0.82±2.44 1.52±6.20
20 Trees 0.88±1.96 1.63±5.33 20 Trees 0.77±1.58 1.31±4.37
25 Trees 0.86±2.17 1.58±5.92 25 Trees 0.73±2.01 1.46±4.40
30 Trees 0.75±1.90 1.68±5.32 30 Trees 0.69±1.53 1.33±4.12
35 Trees 0.64±2.02 1.58±4.89 35 Trees 0.57±1.45 1.43±4.89
40 Trees 0.55±1.99 1.38±4.31 40 Trees 0.45±1.42 1.53±5.05

90N No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.97±2.70 2.13±6.73 5 Trees 0.96±2.15 2.05±5.75
10 Trees 0.78±1.79 1.95±4.45 10 Trees 0.88±1.39 1.73±5.49
15 Trees 0.75±1.82 1.78±4.24 15 Trees 0.79±1.08 1.45±3.20
20 Trees 0.65±1.47 1.64±4.05 20 Trees 0.77±1.05 1.27±4.16
25 Trees 0.64±1.42 1.62±3.40 25 Trees 0.68±1.03 1.43±3.31
30 Trees 0.65±1.45 1.58±3.34 30 Trees 0.62±1.13 1.43±3.23
35 Trees 0.64±1.43 1.61±3.56 35 Trees 0.60±0.99 1.39±3.20
40 Trees 0.64±1.40 1.59±3.63 40 Trees 0.56±0.90 1.25±2.73

120N No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 1.11±4.16 2.36±7.74 5 Trees 0.98±3.03 2.09±7.35
10 Trees 1.06±3.96 2.18±6.22 10 Trees 0.89±2.23 1.76±6.55
15 Trees 0.95±1.72 1.79±4.82 15 Trees 0.87±1.35 1.44±4.17
20 Trees 0.86±1.66 1.56±3.78 20 Trees 0.78±1.13 1.33±4.25
25 Trees 0.73±1.93 1.55±4.23 25 Trees 0.68±1.26 1.35±3.22
30 Trees 0.60±1.56 1.52±3.79 30 Trees 0.55±1.06 1.37±4.24
35 Trees 0.57±1.38 1.64±4.52 35 Trees 0.45±1.06 1.37±4.24
40 Trees 0.45±1.75 1.58±3.25 40 Trees 0.33±1.21 1.34±3.25

60S No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.97±4.12 2.18±9.82 5 Trees 0.95±3.79 1.78±6.29
10 Trees 0.93±3.75 1.71±6.64 10 Trees 0.91±3.80 1.63±7.44
15 Trees 0.89±4.25 1.68±6.28 15 Trees 0.84±3.51 1.50±7.13
20 Trees 0.86±4.64 1.43±5.73 20 Trees 0.83±3.44 1.33±4.25
25 Trees 0.75±3.90 1.57±7.29 25 Trees 0.79±2.77 1.45±7.57
30 Trees 0.61±3.81 1.61±6.85 30 Trees 0.75±3.12 1.48±6.52
35 Trees 0.59±3.58 1.59±7.12 35 Trees 0.59±2.18 1.44±7.81
40 Trees 0.53±4.04 1.48±70.00 40 Trees 0.39±3.37 1.30±6.58

90S No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 1.25±7.66 2.47±11.55 5 Trees 0.95±6.45 2.45±10.75
10 Trees 1.21±8.01 2.43±12.42 10 Trees 0.96±5.29 3±8.83
15 Trees 1.19±6.99 2.40±14.94 15 Trees 0.76±6.25 2.59±12.85
20 Trees 1.09±6.32 2.24±8.19 20 Trees 0.54±7.18 2.24±11.7
25 Trees 1.13±8.48 2.38±14.27 25 Trees 0.54±4.24 2.28±13.61
30 Trees 0.95±7.52 2.25±9.86 30 Trees 0.52±3.85 2.27±14.55
35 Trees 0.93±8.56 2.33±13.85 35 Trees 0.51±3.95 3.85±9.90
40 Trees 0.88±7.22 2.22±11.5 40 Trees 0.48±4.73 1.96±10.22

120S No. Splits=80 Train Validation No. Splits=160 Train Validation
5 Trees 1.14±5.15 2.77±11.24 5 Trees 0.85±3.75 2.29±6.85
10 Trees 0.91±2.81 2.3±6.32 10 Trees 0.75±2.45 1.84±5.43
15 Trees 0.74±2.22 1.84±4.91 15 Trees 0.72±1.75 1.77±5.31
20 Trees 0.69±2.02 1.97±6.73 20 Trees 0.69±1.86 1.45±5.90
25 Trees 0.73±2.10 1.9±4.84 25 Trees 0.61±1.62 1.65±5.48
30 Trees 0.72±2.75 1.92±5.89 30 Trees 0.49±1.58 1.58±3.89
35 Trees 0.69±1.98 1.88±6.52 35 Trees 0.46±2.32 1.64±5.12
40 Trees 0.67±1.81 1.83±4.94 40 Trees 0.42±1.27 1.62±4.51
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60N No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.60±2.45 1.77±5.41
10 Trees 0.60±2.23 1.61±5.21
15 Trees 0.41±1.65 1.44±4.71
20 Trees 0.40±2.01 1.42±5.21
25 Trees 0.39±1.80 1.42±5.03
30 Trees 0.34±1.62 1.43±4.75
35 Trees 0.29±1.59 1.47±5.02
40 Trees 0.25±1.51 1.47±5.18

90N No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.63±2.84 1.96±4.96
10 Trees 0.58±2.24 1.85±4.62
15 Trees 0.42±1.16 1.57±3.90
20 Trees 0.40±1.22 1.37±3.20
25 Trees 0.35±0.94 1.40±3.29
30 Trees 0.36±1.19 1.55±3.91
35 Trees 0.35±1.02 1.58±4.20
40 Trees 0.33±0.85 1.33±3.27

120N No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.73±3.61 2.17±7.08
10 Trees 0.67±3.93 2.12±5.61
15 Trees 0.42±1.43 1.37±3.60
20 Trees 0.37±1.09 1.48±4.55
25 Trees 0.36±1.26 1.27±2.91
30 Trees 0.35±1.04 1.33±3.71
35 Trees 0.33±1.02 1.37±2.96
40 Trees 0.29±1.01 1.20±1.19

60S No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.64±4.23 2.02±10.61
10 Trees 0.58±3.98 1.98±7.85
15 Trees 0.43±3.36 1.53±7.20
20 Trees 0.44±4.22 1.60±9.34
25 Trees 0.40±3.31 1.37±5.81
30 Trees 0.39±4.28 1.39±5.95
35 Trees 0.37±3.15 1.27±6.85
40 Trees 0.38±3.22 1.385±6.36

90S No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.87±7.31 2.05±9.10
10 Trees 0.83±8.56 2.04±8.16
15 Trees 0.53±9.63 1.93±11.13
20 Trees 0.56±5.24 1.82±11.72
25 Trees 0.49±3.90 1.85±11.44
30 Trees 0.45±4.75 1.86±10.75
35 Trees 0.39±5.62 2.12±9.85
40 Trees 0.37±5.16 2.03±14.62

120S No. Splits=320 Train Validation
5 Trees 0.77±2.8 2.11±5.59
10 Trees 0.6±2.41 1.81±5.41
15 Trees 0.51±1.83 1.7±5.26
20 Trees 0.49±1.74 1.76±5.24
25 Trees 0.47±1.63 1.77±5.42
30 Trees 0.45±1.62 1.71±4.89
35 Trees 0.39±1.56 1.77±5.60
40 Trees 0.33±1.41 1.65±4.55
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Table A.2: Mean and SD of %NMSE values for different number of Trees and split
numbers using all data for the generalize model.

No. Splits=5 No. Splits=10 No. Splits=20
Num-Trees Train Validation Train Validation Train Validation

5 23.57±53.87 24.13±55.47 18.17±43.05 19.01±45.01 12.74±29.92 13.75±33.26
10 22.55±52.21 23.21±54.76 18.06±42.59 18.67±43.26 12.56±29.46 13.62±32.21
15 22.46±50.71 22.85±51.65 17.63±40.55 18.28±41.31 12.186±28.36 13.04±30.41
20 22.39±51.02 22.82±51.14 17.65±41.26 18.19±41.96 12.21±28.29 12.65±29.82
25 22.37±50.70 22.93±51.61 17.30±40.32 17.96±41.87 12.07±28.37 12.88±30.50
30 22.24±49.32 22.56±52.19 17.29±40.31 17.83±38.20 12.15±28.23 12.89±29.43
35 22.34±50.38 22.92±51.23 16.98±39.86 17.02±39.92 12.13±27.63 12.93±30.52
40 22.58±51.48 23.28±53.35 17.21±39.74 17.74±40.42 12.10±28.04 12.90±30.01

No. Splits=40 No. Splits=80 No. Splits=160
5 9.02±23.26 10.47±30.16 6.15±17.77 7.45±22.64 4.04±13.58 5.44±16.78
10 8.86±22.63 10.21±29.63 5.92±17.56 7.29±21.82 3.96±12.64 5.12±15.26
15 8.32±20.83 9.21±21.82 5.56±16.32 6.69±19.72 3.34±10.87 4.64±14.84
20 8.30±20.69 9.19±22.65 5.29±15.76 6.46±18.68 3.41±10.63 4.54±14.67
25 8.34±20.85 9.38±23.68 5.17±14.79 6.25±17.10 3.32±10.60 4.62±14.42
30 8.33±20.75 9.40±22.93 5.12±14.36 6.17±16.85 3.25±10.21 4.63±13.95
35 8.29±20.35 9.37±21.46 5.03±13.76 5.96±16.72 3.18±9.85 4.59±14.65
40 8.27±21.07 9.31±24.15 5.14±14.38 6.27±16.24 3.11±10.84 4.51±14.74

No. Splits=320
5 2.16±10.03 4.05±16.89
10 2.09±9.82 3.75±15.62
15 1.96±8.42 3.28±13.21
20 1.86±7.56 2.98±15.47
25 1.63±7.15 3.14±12.68
30 1.67±7.84 3.12±12.50
35 1.59±7.23 3.01±11.83
40 1.47±7.70 2.97±11.51
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Appendix B

Details of CNN for Inter-subject Force Modelling

during Isometric Contraction

The Tables below show the averaged of mean and SD of %NMSE values across 5-fold,

for different developed models, as the number of convolutional layers and their filters

are changed, using EMG in time, frequency, and time and frequency domain as inputs

to models.

Models for CNNtime:

Table B.1 shows the details of developed CNNtime models, where the selected

models with lowest %NMSE values at the steps of increasing the number of layers

and filters are shown in bold.

Models for CNNfreq:

Table B.2 shows the details of developed CNNfreq models, where the selected

models with lowest %NMSE values at the steps for selecting the best configuration

for the model, are shown in bold.

Models for CNNtime, freq:

Table B.3 shows the details of developed CNNtime, freq models, where the selected
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Table B.1: Comparison of developed CNN models in time domain (mean±SD).

Layers Train Validation

16 17.43±19.10 15.28±26.30
32 15.20±18.20 14.00±22.12
64 13.42±21.02 13.32±22.35
128 13.01±12.97 12.73±19.14
16/32 5.35±9.14 6.82±12.32
32/64 4.49±8.19 5.29±9.28
64/128 1.55±3.68 3.18±9.20
64/128/128 1.52±3.37 2.87±8.88
64/128/128/128 1.25±2.21 2.40±4.52
64/128/128/128/128 1.02±2.13 1.48±2.57
64/128/128/128128/128 0.86±2.09 1.98±2.11

Table B.2: Comparison of developed CNN models in frequency domain (mean±SD).

Layers Train Validation

16 14.12±32.60 15.06±31.50
32 10.36±26.11 11.90±19.85
64 7.66±14.50 8.43±15.72
128 6.75±13.43 8.61±17.84
16/32 5.45±8.04 7.82±18.92
32/64 3.57±11.90 3.83±11.80
64/128 2.12±7.13 2.87±8.40
64/128/128 2.67±9.34 3.17±11.08
64/128/128/128 2.62±8.92 7.51±15.20

models with lowest %NMSE values at the steps of increasing the number of layers

and filters are shown in bold.

Effect of Batch Size on Model Performance:

Table B.4 shows the mean and SD of %NMSE values obtained for train and

Validation sets of the selected models when the batch size changes from 32 to 1024,

where the selected models are shown in bold.

Effect of Epoch on Model Performance:

Table B.5 shows the mean and SD of %NMSE values obtained for train and

validation sets of the selected models when the epoch changes from 50 to 300. The
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Table B.3: Comparison of developed CNN models in frequency domain (mean±SD).

Layers Train Validation

16 12.98±30.20 14.83±28.21
32 9.32±24.12 10.65±17.95
64 6.49±15.64 8.21±18.13
128 5.22±11.73 7.48±16.52
16/32 2.96±5.14 4.21±10.24
32/64 2.45±5.83 3.27±9.30
64/128 1.89±6.65 2.98±7.60
64/128/128 1.53±5.36 2.55±7.53
64/128/128/128 1.32±4.63 1.86±5.17
64/128/128/128/128 0.79±1.68 2.34±5.80

Table B.4: Effect of batch size on the model’s performance (mean±SD).

Epoch 150 CNNtime CNNfreq CNNtime, freq

Batch-Size Train Validation Train Validation Train Validation

32 1.01±1.58 1.39±2.15 1.16±8.58 2.59±7.15 0.98±4.72 1.76±5.04
64 0.96±1.53 1.44±2.43 1.31±6.59 2.79±9.16 1.16±6.26 1.81±6.81
128 1.02±2.13 1.48±2.57 2.12±7.13 2.87±8.40 1.32±4.63 1.86±5.17
256 1.56±2.78 2.45±4.12 2.46±9.61 3.47±12.40 1.79±5.91 2.49±6.72
512 2.26±4.13 3.04±4.45 2.92±13.82 3.75±11.60 1.88±6.47 2.54±7.88
1024 3.86±7.08 4.03±7.20 3.41±11.73 4.85±12.20 2.23±4.95 2.87±6.81

models with 150 epochs are selected, which are bolded.

Table B.5: Effect of epoch on the model’s performance (mean±SD).

Batch-Size 128 CNNtime CNNfreq CNNtime, freq

Epochs Train Validation Train Validation Train Validation

50 1.60±2.52 2.18±3.38 3.85±11.24 4.69±14.20 2.57±6.95 3.10±8.12
100 1.56±1.53 1.96±3.72 2.57±9.82 3.68±10.41 1.45±6.21 2.14±6.40
150 1.02±2.13 1.48±2.57 2.12±7.13 2.87±8.40 1.32±4.63 1.86±5.17
200 0.96±2.24 1.43±3.15 1.73±8.51 2.79±7.32 1.12±5.64 1.79±6.40
250 1.00±11.24 1.38±2.16 1.51±9.15 2.74±8.16 1.09±3.95 1.68±4.23
300 0.91±2.27 1.43±3.43 1.47±9.16 3.19±9.23 0.94±2.76 1.92±4.89
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